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INTRODUCTION 

  

The general opinions of the shakers and movers in the burgeoning cannabis industry 

are that it is an emerging market that is not only developing but is also growing; and very 

quickly.   The industry seems to have only one division, meaning that it has just two legs 

[currently] to stand on. However, those legs, Recreational Use and Medical Use, are 

sturdy legs indeed. They can support market initiatives that will continue to grow for 

many, many years to come. As cannabis laws continue with reform globally, I am 

confident we’ll discover many more of its benefits for use in everything from cancer and 

glaucoma treatments to epilepsy, industrial products like biofuels, hempcrete [for 

construction] and insulation; not mention recreational use and the retail value of CBD-

infused products. This book gives details concerning the current cannabis market and 

offers insights into where you can reasonably expect the market to be at different stages 

in the near and distant future. But make no mistake about it. This is an industry that is 

ripe for entry and the time to get in is now; before the federal legislation changes and the 

“fat-cat suits” drive gate potential through the roof. 



 Chapter1: How to Invest In Cannabis and Marijuana Stocks 

 

 

Cannabis or Marijuana stocks are large stocks that are traded on the OTC Pink Sheets 

market and have to do in some shape or form with the cannabis industry.   

The primary issues facing marijuana corporations is that even though Cannabis is 

legal in several states for medicinal and recreational use, at the federal level Cannabis is 

still considered a Schedule 1 substance with a high potential for abuse and no therapeutic 

value. This means that the federal government does not allow marijuana companies to use 

the central banking system to store the proceeds from the cannabis industry. Therefore 

the industry is mostly a cash-only business. This makes investing in cannabis companies 

difficult because when Cannabis companies report quarterly and yearly earnings, any 

reporting of profit means that they are profiting from the distribution of Marijuana in 

some shape or form, which is a violation of federal law. 

This makes investing in Cannabis stocks the most attractive: the smartest and most 

significant cannabis distribution operations in the United States, and the best potential 

vehicles for investment, are not reporting their earnings to the federal government. 

Because if they do, they may likely be shut down by the DEA or another law 

enforcement agency. This inability to report earnings from individual cannabis 

companies distorts analyst calculations of the values of the companies and makes them 

seem like not an excellent investment opportunity. The speculative nature of marijuana 

stocks is implied and inherent. 
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There are individuals in the United States making millions of dollars off of the sale of 

Cannabis, and they never meet the grower, distributor, or user. They do this by investing 

in Cannabis Stocks through the OTC Pink Sheets market or “Grey Market.” Cannabis is 

not a primary concern of the federal government at this time, or of the department of 

justice considering all of the economic and political turmoil facing the United States and 

the world currently. This is the best time to become a Cannabis Investor.  

Many cannabis stocks now trade at the price of pennies or fractions of pennies, 

maybe even a few dollars. But when Cannabis eventually becomes legalized at the 

federal level by the United States government shortly, the value of these cannabis 

companies will shoot through the roof.  

The core becomes learning how to spot the frauds from the real marijuana companies, 

and this can be tough. The OTC Pink sheets market is fraught with frauds and crooks, 

scams and con men. That is why it is essential to learn how to invest in cannabis stocks 

before it is too late and the boom in the marijuana industry in the stock market happens in 

America. California just recently legalized recreational cannabis, and by the end of 2017, 

the state of California has to start issuing licenses to companies to distribute marijuana 

recreationally. 

  

  The Trend in Investing in Cannabis Stocks 

 

I won’t lead you to a long-winded answer for what the trend is for investing in 

cannabis stocks. The pattern for Investing in Cannabis Stocks is to Invest Only In 



Cannabis Companies that are Licensed by the State (e.g., California) or by the 

Government (e.g., Canada) for Recreational Use. Preferably cannabis businesses that are 

listed on government websites as being licensed by the government (state or federal) to 

distribute marijuana recreationally. The easiest way to currently invest in marijuana stock 

is to Open an Etrade Brokerage Account. 

The pattern of the legalization of marijuana is. First, there is the widespread 

consensus of acceptance of medical marijuana, which I think is mostly a front for the 

distribution of recreational pot, but I will not touch on this subject much. First, there is 

the legalization of medical marijuana in a state; then there is the legalization of 

recreational marijuana in a country. Then there are companies licensed and regulated by 

the state to distribute recreational marijuana. Of these licensed corporations to distribute 

recreational marijuana, some will go public (Have an Initial Public offering) were 

primarily they will be traded on the OTC Market or “Pink Sheets” or the “Grey Market.” 

My analysis derives from watching Canadian cannabis companies doing their Initial 

Public Offerings (IPO’s) in Canada on the TSX Ventures Marketplace.   

The trend is that mainly after the IPO of one of these cannabis stocks, the stock price 

drops significantly, many times to the value of pennies and market caps under $200 

Million. Then that is the perfect time to buy these cannabis stocks because mainly since 

this is a speculative investment, some of the market caps for marijuana stocks at least in 

Canada have grown to up to $1.8 Billion from a stock price of pennies. 

  Evaluating the value of Cannabis Stocks 

Estimating the cost of a cannabis stock is tricky but I have found the best way to 

analyze the investment value of a marijuana stock is first to find out how much marijuana 

they grow each year, how much cannabis they distribute each year, and any unique 

competitive edges they have in the marketplace. This information usually can be found in 

the prospectus SEC filing with the IPO of a cannabis stock that plans to go public, or you 

can call the marijuana distribution company and talk to investor relations or a 

knowledgeable employee about the business. You then multiply the amount of marijuana 

they grow each year by $10/Gram to determine their potential gross profits for a year. 
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Then increase the amount of marijuana they grow each year by $5/Gram to estimate the 

net income of the company per year. These dollar amounts per gram are fluid for each 

marijuana business. (e.g., Some marijuana companies charge $8 per gram, others cost 

$15 per gram).  

 

  Detecting Future IPO’s of Cannabis Stocks: 

To identify whether a cannabis company plans to go public, look at the licenses 

granted to each group on the government regulatory website, then call the company and 

ask if they plan to go public soon. If they do, take note of it, and if they are already 

public, then get the ticker symbol from the employee you talk to at the Cannabis 

Company. It is the ticker symbol that it trades on in the foreign exchange. Although if 

you are trading from the United States, you will be purchasing this stock under a different 

ticker in your trade account which is free to setup and trades are $6.95 per trade. How 

you find the separate ticker for U.S. trading is mentioned in the next chapter. 

  Investing in Foreign Cannabis Stocks 

 

Search the Name of the Company in the eTrade search bar (It is a microscope symbol 

circled in the picture above). Type the beginning of the name of the business that you are 

interested in investing in. Choose the company that matches the foreign cannabis 

company you are interested in investing in. A screen like the one below from the eTrade 

website is an example. 



 

 

Canopy Growth Corporation 

June 15th 2016 = $2.03/Share 

June 15th, 2017 = (YOU SEE WHAT THIS STOCK IS WORTH) 

 

The circled ticker symbol (pointed by the arrow) is the ticker symbol for how you can 

invest in that particular foreign cannabis company. Notice, the market caps for these 

stocks are much lower than their Canadian counterparts trading on the Toronto exchange 

because these types of assets are mostly traded on the “Grey Sheets” or the “Bulletin 

Board Sheets.” 
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Chapter2: Cannabis Industry Growth 

 

Though this industry is still emerging, it has existed in the shadows for years. 

However, it is creating a thriving cannabis economy, if you will, that has brought 

marijuana directly into the mainstream market as a remedy, medicine, and even a social 

tonic. There is no doubt that its growth will continue to accelerate. There have been some 

misguided [and failed] policies aimed at cannabis prohibition, not mention the “war on 

drugs” that has caused damage to its perception of worth or usefulness. Without a doubt, 

though, the industry is currently under massive [trans] formation and will undoubtedly 

continue its current trajectory. The result will yield more states [and countries] placing 

more sensible laws [and regulatory statutes] on the cannabis industry. It is undeniable that 

the full legalization and complete reform of marijuana laws with benefit the entire world. 

  

Job Growth 

Because the one thing that everyone in the  

The industry believes will keep the Trump Administration at bay, rather than coming 

down on them with a massive blow to squash the cannabis effort, is jobs. After all, 



President Trump made the topic [and the promise] of jobs central to his campaign and 

tied that in with just about everything else he wants to accomplish. Take a look at the 

map below. It denotes what appears to be a correlation between Americans and the 

current administration for cannabis support. 

 

 

Taken from The Cannabis Industry Annual Report-Executive Summary 

A provision known as the Rohrabacher-Farr amendment, 

which allows formulating medical marijuana policies at 

the state level without worrying about federal 

intervention, was signed by President Trump in the newly passed budget. Forty-three 

states are expressly listed in the provision, which means, medical marijuana patients, plus 

the established industries in more than two dozen countries, do not need to fear those in 

the federal government that don’t wholeheartedly support marijuana reform or growth in 

the cannabis marketplace. That's excellent news for the industry and marijuana stocks as 

a whole. Even better than that, it indicates [federal] government is busy with other stuff, 

like healthcare and tax reform, so has no time to worry about individual states and their 

marijuana policies. Incidentally, that is excellent news with immediate repercussions for 

companies that provide [proprietary] cannabinoid-based products ancillary industries like 

the pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, and cosmeceutical industries. Not fearing government 

intervention allows medical marijuana to continue its expansion; to include new products 

and investments in other cannabis-based companies. It should be considered a short-term 

victory, though, since we have Attorney General Sessions chomping at the bit to crack 

down on the industry. He should be at bay for a while though since it looks like he won’t 

get funding anytime soon. (Williams, 2017) 

But enough about President Trump. The laws will change in favor of the cannabis 

industry; it won’t belong. But half the world will probably get there before we do.  

 

The Annual Report from Frontier Data is something that his administration should 

pay attention to though. It projects that by 2020 the [legal] marijuana industry, or 
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cannabis market, will create more than 250,000 jobs. According to the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (BLS), that’s more jobs than expected from manufacturing, utilities, or 

government.   

 

Industry Growth 

According to a new report from ArcView Market Research, which is a leading 

publisher of research concerning the marijuana industry, 2016 saw a 30% increase in 

revenue, opposed to market value, with posted revenue of $6.7 billion, from the year 

before in the North American marijuana market. The mover and shakers of the industry, 

who call it the “green-rush,” say there are no signs of it slowing down so, it’s official-

Legal weed is big business and getting bigger! Furthermore, ArcView projects sales will 

grow at a compound annual growth rate of 25% through 2021, when the North American 

market is expected to top $20.2 billion. 

These projections were based on analysis done by the Marijuana Policy Group which 

was hired by Colorado for economic analysis. It says the marijuana industry in the United 

States became a job-generator very quickly and now employs some 100,000 – 150,000 

workers in cannabis-related companies. That’s not too bad for an industry that has only 

been operating [legitimately] since about 2009. Released in the 2016 Marijuana Business 

Factbook, these estimates take into account jobs provided by retailers, commercial grow 

facilities, companies that offer infused products and concentrates, testing labs, and 

ancillary businesses whose primary focus is in the cannabis sector. The figures used in 

the article cited here include full-time and part-time positions. They were calculated 

through the use of estimated numbers of cannabis businesses, the average number of 

workers employed by companies in each segment obtained from the Marijuana Business 

Daily’s annual survey cannabis industry professionals. (Walsh, 2016) 

Oaksterdam University in California is one of the few formal institutions that train 

potential marijuana workers. 

 



  

Public perception, which is quickly changing, has provided a primary motivator in the 

cannabis industry’s expansion. In the 2016 Gallup poll and [ the more recently 

conducted] CBS News poll showed that public perception has favorably changed so the 

number of those people nationwide wanting to see the drug legalized hit an all-time high; 

Gallup at 60% and CBS News at 61%. (Williams, 2017) 

Despite the fact a lot of investors are concerned about Uncle Sam poking his nose 

into the industry or maybe pursuing a full intervention, industry employees seem to be 

grateful, as well as being happy, with their jobs. This [alternative] culture has a 

tremendous amount of appeal to people with no interest in working for corporations or in 

a cubical 9-to-5-type setting. “The governments and the programs that they've instilled 

into these [legalized] states have created great job opportunities and excellent business 

opportunities for entrepreneurs,” said Mark Lustig, Chief Executive Officer of 

CannaRoyalty. “They've created the right competition.” (Borchardt, 2017) 

Incidentally, those working in jobs in the “plant-touching” side (Those that work for 

the marijuana plant.) is very large. That current niche employs somewhere between an 

estimated 58,000 to 88,000 workers while the power and ancillary side, that provides 

things like lighting, hydration, vaporizers, and professional services, employs tens of 

thousands. Industry growth in  

some of the mature cannabis states, as well as new markets, are fueling job growth 

right along with it. Which, I suppose, is to be expected. (Walsh, 2016) 

 

Consumers and Products 

Consumer spending on cannabis was up 62% between 2015 and September 2016, in 

Colorado, Washington, and Oregon, where recreational use was legal before 2016. And 

spending was not the only thing significant for that year. 2016 was a massive year for 

cannabis legalization. On election days seven US states legalized marijuana in some 

form. California, the sixth-largest economy in the world, became part of the now legal 

http://cannaroyalty.com/about-cannaroyalty/
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enclave for recreational weed known as the “West Coast” when it passed Proposition 64. 

But that’s not all. Dayton, CEO of ArcView, says the sudden popularity of weed-laced, 

topical ointments, sprays, and edibles as alternative ingestion methods also fueled growth 

because consumers [that don’t or won’t smoke] are finding relief in other products, which 

offer a wide array of tastes, strengths, and experiences.  

Legalization can bring with it many new products and uses that allow those that 

would not have typically looked at marijuana use as a viable option to do so safely and 

confidently. 

 "It's one of the primary reasons that people are going to leave the underground 

market to go to the aboveground market. It's about variety," Dayton told Business Insider. 

"You just can't get these products on the underground market." Adams (ArcView Editor 

in Chief) and Dayton predict a significant number of countries will legalize pot in the   

The ArcView Group is projecting North America’s legal cannabis industry will 

continue to grow at a 27% compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) for the next five 

years, in their most recent iteration of The State of Legal Marijuana Markets 5th Edition. 

Hitting an anticipated $22.6 billion by 2019, the report indicates that adult-use (i.e., 

recreational use) expenditures will surpass medical [use] spending for the first time. 

Adult-use recreational sales are projected to hit $14.98 billion which, by 2021, would 

nearly double the medical marijuana sales.  

 

 

 

Now, contrast the table above (Bud, 2017) with 

the table from The 2017 Cannabis Industry Report 

Executive Summary below. You can see how 

the numbers have changed even in the last year. But, no matter how you look at it, it 

seems to me it shows big money that will stay fat for quite a while. 



. 

 

 

Listed below are some facts taken directly from 

the ArcView report: (Bud, 2017). 

• Legal weed sales cultivated 

a 34% CAGR (Compound annual growth rate.) from 2014 -2016.  

• Adult-use sales are only up 22% on a year-over-year basis (2016 – 2017).  

• Marijuana sales are projected to grow at a 27% CAGR over next five years.  

• 2018 Marijuana sales are expected to increase thanks to the on-boarding of 

Canada, California, Massachusetts, Maine, and Nevada, in addition to 

medical marijuana sales in Arkansas, North Dakota, Florida, Montana, and 

Hawaii.   

• Collectively cultivating the little $6.7-billion legal marijuana market of 2016 

into a fiscally respectable $22.6 billion behemoth in 2021, North America’s 

legal marijuana market will outperform at least two noteworthy industries 

that once enjoyed an annual spending of $5 billion or more.   

• $56.1 billion was spent on both illegal and legal marijuana products by North 

Americans in 2016. Unfortunately – only $6.7 billion was legally purchased 

and taxed.   

• Legal marijuana sales erode black market profit. Anticipated to accelerate in 

2018, the erosion of black market sales will continue as California and 

Canada roll out their legal marijuana industries.  

• By 2019 adult-use purchases will surpass MMJ spending for the first time.  

• Flower, followed by concentrates and edibles, were the most commonly 

purchased items at Colorado dispensaries.   

 

ArcView Group’s Editor-in-Chief, Tom Adams, called “the explosion in the number 

of brands and products” nothing short of “dizzying.” A firm believer in the industry’s 

future growth, Adams explained, “When the #1 concentrate brand in CO grows 84 
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percent, but its market share percentage remains constant, it becomes clear we are in a 

remarkable business boom. It reminded me of 1998 when Google was just one of dozens 

of search engines, or 1988 when Blockbuster was just one of dozens of video store 

chains; future market leaders are just now being launched.” (Bud, 2017) 

 

Manufacturing Decline 

Construction jobs are expected to decline by about 814,000 by 2024, per the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics (BLS). Manufacturing comes in at the bottom of the list when the data 

is broken down by industry, which means that fewer jobs are expected to be created there 

than anywhere else. Of course, that is not exactly news if you consider that we have lost 

about 5 million manufacturing jobs in the US since 2000. It used to be, around 1960, that 

one in four Americans worked in manufacturing. Today it’s less that one in ten. It’s a 

turning tide and automation has a lot to do with it. So, if you are interested in entering the 

cannabis industry, there is a pretty good picture being drawn out here by New Frontier 

Data. They indicate that by 2020 it will create another 250,000 jobs and that number was 

arrived at without the assumption of marijuana laws changing. Levels of enforcement of 

existing laws were not taken in to account either. Instead, they based estimates for growth 

in states that had already passed some marijuana legalization. (Huang,2017) 

These are the types of projections that should be considered concerning the cannabis 

industry because they may well affect.  

 Looking Toward an end to Prohibition 

Over the next five to 10 years two new economic analyses projects, one for medical 

use and one for recreational use, in the marijuana industry are being touted as on track to 

top $40 billion. And, by some estimates, the industry could reach $100 billion if cannabis 

becomes legal nationwide.  

Ackrell Capital, an independent investment finance bank focused on emerging growth 

industries, did an analysis that indicates the current consumer market for weed (legal and 

otherwise) is $40 billion. Thirty-nine states have legalized cannabis for medical or 



recreational use even though marijuana is still illegal at the federal level. That makes for 

an annual $4.4 billion currently. That number is nearly comparable to the organic milk 

market, Netflix sales, and the U.S. florist industry. And, according to the Akrell Capital 

report, that figure is rising higher every year, “We believe that it is a question of when — 

not if — the federal prohibition on cannabis will end,” the report’s authors state. In 

analyzing how the end of prohibition may affect the marijuana industry we have assumed 

that ban ends by 2020. However, even with the federal ban, the marijuana industry today 

is vast and dynamic. Once legalized federally, it's estimated this market will grow to $37 

billion within five years and $50 billion within ten (Tate,2016). 

Marijuana Business Daily has projected the industry will earn $44 billion by the 

year 2020, in a second report released this week, regardless of legalization changes or 

decriminalization by the states or federal government. 

 

Cannabis Economy 

It was estimated that in four years the industry’s economic impact annually would go 

from $14 - $17 billion to $24 -$44 billion by 2020. Additionally, it says that for every 

dollar that is spent on medical and recreational marijuana at the retail level, an extra three 

dollars will be pumped into the local economy.  

“For example, a cannabis dispensary/store makes a sale for $100,” the reports states. 

“The business then uses a portion of that money to pay an employee, who in turn uses a 

portion of that money to buy groceries at the local grocer, and so on — a process that 

creates a ripple of economic value, most of which remains in the community.” 

(Tate,2016). 

Currently, recreational sales in Colorado, Washington, and Oregon, which have 

moved to legalize marijuana, are the most significant drivers of industry growth. 

However, in the 23 states that have legalized medical cannabis to treat health conditions 

(i.e., Glaucoma), new markets are sprouting up, and more than a dozen others have 

decriminalized its use.  

http://mjbizdaily.com/exclusive-u-s-marijuana-industrys-economic-impact-hit-44b-2020/
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The authors of the reports believe those sales are just the beginning of what will 

prove to be a much more comprehensive market for marijuana. It would be especially 

true for medical applications. As of March, a year ago, scientific researchers have 

identified more than 40 health conditions for which there are marijuana-based therapeutic 

applications. These terms include cancer, arthritis, chronic pain, epilepsy, glaucoma, and 

HIV/AIDs. 

 Another factor driving projections is that as the more pot is seen as “respectable,” the 

more it moves in-line with the mainstream. The industry is attracting legitimate investors 

and job-seekers while creating a whole slew of new business opportunities across the 

country.  

“We are indeed witnessing the rise of a new growth industry,” says John Kagia, director 

of industry analytics with New Frontier, a Washington, D.C.-based data analysis outfit 

that works with the cannabis industry.  

Kagia tells Newsmax Health the legal market for pot is among the fastest-growing 

industries in the U.S., with an annual compound growth rate of 31%. 

Larry Schnurmacher, the managing partner with Phyto Partners, a private equity 

venture capital investment firm that specializes in helping businesses that operate in the 

cannabis industry, tells Newsmax Health the market for medical marijuana is poised for 

exponential growth. 

“Yes the industry is growing, very rapidly, especially the medicinal marijuana 

industry,” he says, noting Phyto Partners has invested in nine cannabis-related 

companies. “I believe the most significant potential for growth for the sector is in the 

health, wellness, and pharmaceutical markets. 

 Cannabis Trends 

http://www.phytopartners.com/


 

New goods and services are entering the market every day. Some of them are 

common sense, and others are very complicated; all of have found usefulness to 

consumers from within the cannabis industry. So, there is no doubt that the U.S. 

marijuana market is multiplying. Everywhere you look, you can see signs of the 

innovations that come with that growth. And it’s those very innovations that fuel its ever-

increasing interest and, in turn, provides more increase.  

 Businesses see the advantage for profitability, and consumers see its usefulness for 

health and recreation; both look for ways to optimize what they get out of it. As we look 

further into 2017, and beyond, we can expect a lot of changes. Those changes, when 

compounded, create categories, and categories produce trends within the industry. A list 

of expected patterns by Zoe Wilder in her article has been presented below and directly 

quoted as found and referenced. In other words, they are listed here precisely as she listed 

them in the article, but I did add numbers. Immediately following this list is another list 

of seven trends to watch for from Emily Brosious, also listed verbatim. These two files 

were chosen because I feel together they gave a comprehensive view of what we can 

expect.  

  

https://www.merryjane.com/news/forbes-prediction-cannabis-industry-in-2017
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Chapter3: Another View on Trends 

We all know that 2016 was a year of transformation for the marijuana industry. By year-

end, four additional states legalized recreational pot use for adults and four more 

authorized medical marijuana use. As a result, legal marijuana sales in North America 

grew to more than $7 billion 

An article for Extract, by Emily Brosious related trending data that was provided by 

cannabis industry insiders. In it, she offers a better sense of the major market trends and 

predictions to watch in 2017. Here I have quoted the seven patterns directly as she did in 

her article.  

1. Marijuana banking 

 

Despite massive growth in 2015 and 2016, many marijuana businesses can’t access 

traditional banking and financial services, which means a bulk of the industry is still 

operating on a cash-only basis.   

“The banking services issues for our industry will begin to be addressed, and there 

may even be a reasonable resolution in 2017,” Rob Fess, director of marketing at the 

online wholesale cannabis marketplace Trade, told Extract. “There is money on the table 

– tax revenue, processing fees, cash not being reported – someone in power is going to 

recognize this, and will make the necessary effort to get a piece of it.” (Brosious) 

2. Industry consolidation 



Due to legal and financial risks associated with cannabis being illegal at the federal 

level, many state-legal pot businesses have been able to operate at smaller scales for 

some time successfully. But as deep-pocketed investors enter the legal marijuana 

landscape and competition grows, smaller operations are more likely to merge or fold 

into larger companies. 

“Many Wall Street types are looking to get into the pot business, and I think we’re 

going to start seeing a lot of smaller companies selling to the suits,” Harris Shapiro, 

publisher of the financial market newsletters Focused Stock Trader and Cannabis Stock 

Picks, told Extract. “The suits are there. Wall Street is quietly in the background, waiting 

for the federal OK.” (Brosious) 

3. Brand emergency 

As the investment community becomes increasingly eager to finance cannabis brands, 

the market will grow at a faster pace and will likely see national brand leaders begin to 

emerge. 

“Typically, an emerging industry will hit an efficiency threshold, which results in 

consolidation and brand emergency,” Keegan Peterson, CEO of the cannabis-industry 

workforce management platform Work, told Extract. “We have already witnessed this on 

a smaller scale in 2016. I believe in 2017 we will start to see this happen on a much larger 

scale resulting in brands – both product and retail establishments – being available in 

every legal market.” (Brosious) 

4. Falling spot prices 

With eight new states, including California, legalizing either recreational or medical 

cannabis in 2016, the number of marijuana cultivators and volume of cultivation space 

will likely expand significantly in 2017, Trade marketing director Rob Fess predicts. And 

as growers push more product out to market, spot prices will fall in many locations. 

“The number of cultivators and the volume of cultivation space were not limited by 

regulation, will expand to meet the demand as the newly legal states ready for their 

‘green rush,’” Fess told Extract. “Eventually, with all the new entrants into the market or 
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existing participants increasing their output, supply will become greater than demand and 

prices will begin to fall. Trade saw this happen in Colorado.” (Brosious) 

5. International markets 

A big chunk of growth in the legal pot sector will take place outside the U.S. in 2017. 

Germany’s health minister announced last year that the country plans to legalize medical 

marijuana at the federal level in 2017. And Canada, which has already legalized medical 

cannabis at the national level, is proposing to authorize marijuana nationwide for adult 

recreational use in 2017. 

“I think people need to realize that the U.S. isn’t necessarily a global leader in this 

sector,” Alan Brochstein, founding partner at New Cannabis Ventures and founder at 420 

Investor, told Extract. “I’ve been pointing people toward Canada’s investment market for 

a while. Cannabis is fertile ground in Canada, and that’s better reflected in their public 

markets.” (Brosious) 

6. Ancillary business boom 

As the legal marijuana market expands in 2017, so too will the demand for ancillary 

products and services. In fact, the growth of firms that deal with marijuana industry and 

consumer needs, but don’t necessarily touch the plant, may surge far past that of cannabis 

proper. 

“Most of the market potential is going to be in the ancillary businesses because you 

don’t necessarily have to pay millions of dollars to get a compliant grow, and things 

along those lines,” Aaron Smith, executive director of the National Cannabis Industry 

Association, told Extract. “And there are many different areas. Any product or service 

that exists in any other industry, there’s going to be a need for it in cannabis.” (Brosious)  

7. Medical vs. recreational 

U.S. medical and recreational markets may begin to noticeably diverge in 2017, 

particularly when it comes to branding and marketing. “I see medical heading in a 

different direction than recreational pot,” Derek Peterson, CEO of the cannabis-focused 



agriculture company Terra Tech, told Extract. “Medical is probably going to be more 

biotech focused and will look more like the pharmaceutical sector. Recreational adult use 

marijuana will look more like big alcohol when it comes down to branding and 

marketing.” (Brosious) 
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Chapter4:  Personal Investments 

So, if you are thinking about jumping into the cannabis investment game, go ahead, 

but proceed with extreme caution. While there is an enormous potential for fantastic 

gains, there is also the possibility that you will lose your investment.  

You can find marijuana-based companies on public stock exchanges, but it would be 

wise to do your homework. And, because I am a massive fan of penny stocks, I speak 

here mainly of stocks that are priced under $5 per share. If truth is known, of the thirty-

something million shares I own of penny stocks, all were purchased at the cost of $.002 

or below. And I love a “good “trip-zero” stock [that we affectionately call “Trips.”] 

These are stocks that sell at a range between $.0001 and $.0009; hence the name. When I 

find a company that fits my “Buy” profile, I will purchase one or two million shares [for 

one or two hundred dollars, respectively] and sit on them in perpetuity. But you need to 

know that I am not a broker, I have no background in stocks, and I am not recommending 

you do anything. I am proving information to you and encouraging you to check it out 

and have some fun; that’s all. 

 However, if you are one of those Investors ready to take the plunge, there are some 

guidelines that you should know to help you pick stocks to meet your needs and your 

investment strength.  

The first thing you should be aware without a doubt is that you should 

never invest more than you can afford to lose; period. 

Also, it’s wise in my opinion to look for stocks that are in subsectors of the industry. 

Ones that are sustainable and will remain that way as laws change. Of course, that may 

take some work. Currently, there are about 250 reasonably legitimate, penny-stock 

companies that are in some way connected to the cannabis industry. It would be good 



[again, in my opinion,] to invest in ones involved with biotech, which is where some of 

the most significant and safest growth is expected to be.   

The Hype About a $50 Investment Making You Rich 

 

The bottom line is this: Marijuana investors are attracted to the market more now than 

ever. There is still a lot of hype and [the cannabis industry has] more than its fair share of 

volatility, but investors can find companies that are not only valued somewhat but are 

also perhaps undervalued, which makes for significant investments for the long run. Yes, 

I said there are penny stocks out there that can be excellent, long-term investments. To 

see some of them just do an internet search for “best cannabis stocks,” or something like 

that. Your results will provide a list of inventory, their companies profiles, and the 

opinions of people that watch stocks for a living. Rarely will they ever recommend a 

stock in the “trips” but I have seen it happen. When they do, it is based on the company 

and is a long hold. 

The thing is Marijuana’s growth potential, as seen by would-be investors, has people 

looking for the right opportunity for investment. There are tons of penny stocks out there 

[which are usually understood to be less than $5.00 per share], but there are lower priced 

stocks that are termed “microcaps.” That often means they sell for less than a penny; 

sometimes way, way less. I mean like 10,000 shares for a penny at a price of $.0001. So 

the math goes like this: You buy 1,000,000 shares of five different companies at a rate of 
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$.0001 which costs you a total of $500.00 and another $50.00 [at $10.00 each] to make 

the trades, but your investment is $500.00. Suppose each company’s stock goes up and 

you sell it all for $.05 (nickel) per share. With real math, you just sold 5,000,000 shares 

of stock for $250,000 [even though you had to pay another $50.00 to make that sale]. 

How would you feel if just one of your companies you bought into had their stock go to a 

dollar? How would you feel if a company you purchased into at $.10 a share sold for 

$1.00 or $2.00 per share? That’s what the hype is all about; potential!  

Unfortunately, the companies with pricing like that are the “little guys” with small or 

limited market share. And, like it or not, those companies [for the most part] trade on 

unregulated, over-the-counter (OTC) markets which makes them “ripe for the Pickin's” 

by owners that may live a little short on ethics; i.e., be fraudulent.  

 

 A final word of caution: Beware of the those that promote penny stocks and are paid 

to do so. I don’t mean research and review, I suggest improve; there’s a difference. If you 

have ever read the disclaimers, they put out you will have seen they are [seemingly] 

responsible for nothing and accountable to no one. (They’re usually at the very bottom of 

the advertisement in tiny print.) I am on quite a few of their “stock pick” mailing lists. 

There is useful information put out sometimes but, generally speaking, I am on them 

merely as a means of keeping an eye on the stock to steer clear of.  

Getting Started 



 

Before we get into the nitty-gritty, let me first say this book already assumes you have 

experience as a stock trader. Experienced stock traders understand there is no such thing 

as winning trades 100% of the time. It cannot be done. And this is especially true when 

investing in stocks growing within an industry just now becoming legal. 

Why? These stocks are thinly traded. Therefore, they can be quite volatile.  

However, the good news is volatility can be hugely profitable-- especially within an 

emerging industry such as this one. And with an industry such as this one, if you are 

patient and you properly diversify your capital within several of the different stocks 

mentioned later, the chances of seeing significant returns is definitely in your favor. 

Companies that can successfully leap penny to a blue chip stock are rare, but savvy 

investors have already managed to rake in gains of over 1,000% within a few years with 

commodities like Canadian Marijuana producer, Aurora Cannabis.  

If you’re looking for modest returns like 3%, it would be better for you to buy an ETF 

that tracks the S&P 500. However, at the time of this writing, you're better off throwing 

your cash out the window. Most of the stocks included in this index are overvalued and 

have been trending for the last eight years with little room left to go. A correction has 

been long overdoing. An investor should have no interest in following the trend to a 

market top, followed by a 20% drop. If you want explosive returns, the strategy should be 

to buy stocks with enormous potential and upside.  
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At the time of this writing, most marijuana stocks are penny stocks. It is not 

necessarily because the companies are run (although some may be), but because the 

cannabis industry is in its infancy-- and just now becoming legal. The friction between 

federal illegality and the state legality means uncharted waters. The Nasdaq and the New 

York Stock Exchange went nearly no part of this until the dispute ends. So to get access 

to capital, these companies have used reverse mergers and other mechanisms to end up 

being publicly traded on the over-the-counter exchanges. 

OTC exchanges are not taken as seriously as the more significant exchanges. While 

exchanges like NYSE are tight on quality, OTC allows for a higher degree of latitude for 

the companies that trade on them. As a result, reliable marijuana companies like Terra 

Tech Corp. (TRTC) and msg Inc. (MCIG) probably shouldn’t be on the OTC exchanges. 

They got there because entrepreneurs thought it was the only way they could get access 

to capital. After all, with federal illegality still a reality, even a bank loan is nearly 

impossible.  

It is also true in other countries with their version of OTC exchanges. However, once 

the U.S. and other nations legalize medical and recreational pot across the board and real 

earnings start pouring in, it can mean double, triple, or even 10x the profit for these 

stocks within a few years. 

Don’t forget, since these stocks are often thinly traded, diversification and risk 

management are essential. For those of you not as equipped with experience in stock 

trading, this book also contains time-tested stock trading tips and guidelines in 

subsequent chapters for your quick and easy reference. These useful tips are not at all 

revolutionary. However, they are often missed as traders let their emotions rule their 

decisions. 

  

 



 

  

  

  

Cannabis and Cannabinoids 

Taken and prepared from the cannabis plant, cannabis is also referred to as marijuana 

or weed. The most well known psychoactive part of marijuana, known to make people 

feel “stoned,” is tetrahydrocannabinol (THC); one of 65 other cannabinoids. 

Cannabinoids are any of a group of closely related compounds found in cannabis that 

include cannabidiol (CBD).  

As more scientific research is conducted involving marijuana and its ability to be used 

as a medicine, interest in CBD has grown exponentially. CBD does not make people feel 

“stoned” and counters some of the effects of THC. After decades of only high-THC 

marijuana being available, CBD-rich strains are now being grown for patients. CBD has 

been featured in numerous forms of media and publications showing how well it works in 

treating people. It is what ultimately led Mexico to pass recent legislation allowing 

marijuana for their patients who have severe epilepsy. 

Cannabis is intended for use as a drug or medicine in various forms, including 

smoking, food, through an inhaler, vaporization, etc. Whether it’s for medicinal purposes 

or not, Cannabis users feel its effects within minutes when smoked, but more extended 

when eaten. Included among these facts are a heightened mood, an altered change in 

perception and an increase in appetite. Short-term side effects may include short-term 

memory issues, cotton mouth, impaired motor skills and feelings of paranoia. 

(Leafly.com) 
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Various forms of Consumption 

Cannabis is consumed in the following ways: 

1. Smoking, which usually involves burning the cannabinoids and then inhaling 

vaporized cannabinoids through a small pipes or bong. 

2. Tea, typically in which a mixture of cannabis is infused with fat (e.g., coconut oil, 

cream or butter) combined with tea leaves and water to make a chai or latte-type drink. 

You can even consider dissolving cannabutter into a cup of tea or coffee. These glasses 

have little to no psychoactive effects. 

3. Edibles, in which cannabis or cannabis oils are infused into baked food items such 

as brownies and cookies. Because of the slow, tedious digestive process, edibles take 

much longer to kick in. However, they can have more intense psychoactive effects.  

4. Vaporizer, a device used to heat up marijuana buds (around 390-something degrees 

F) to the point where the material (including the THC, Cbd/CBN, etc.) evaporates into a 

vapor form. Typically, the gas is drawn in slower and held for longer than smoke, 

somewhere between 15-30 seconds. Its chemical compounds vaporize at a much lower, 

less harmful temperature. The taste of vaporized cannabis is often preferred to that of the 

combusted flower. Also, the vapor is much more comfortable on the lungs. 

5. Ingestible Oils, basically any cannabis concentrate that is taken orally. They can 

induce delayed, yet powerful effects much like edibles. They mostly come in capsules to 

be consumed with food and a drink. 

6. Topicals, in which lotions and balms are infused with a mixture of cannabis. After 

that, they can be applied directly to the skin for localized relief of pain or inflammation 

without psychoactive effects. 
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Varieties 

According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), "the amount 

of THC present in a cannabis sample is used as a measure of marijuana potency.” The 

three main forms of cannabis products are the flower, resin (hashish), and oil (hash oil). 

1. Marijuana 

Marijuana consists of the dried flower buds and leaves of the female Cannabis plant. 

It is the most popular form of consumption, containing 3% to 20% THC, with reports of 

up to 33% THC. 

2. Kief 

Those small, sticky crystals that cover cannabis flower buds. Kief is the powder, rich 

in trichomes, which can accumulate in containers or be sifted from the leaves and flowers 

of cannabis plants. Trichomes keep away hungry animals by producing disorientation. 

Kief can either be consumed in powder form or compressed to produce cakes of hashish. 

3. Hashish 

Hashish is a concentrated resin cake or ball produced from compressed kief. It may 

also be produced by scraping the resin from the surface of the cannabis plant and rolling 

it into a ball. It can be consumed orally, smoked or vaporized. 

4. Tincture 

A solution of alcohol containing cannabinoids extracted from the cannabis plant. It is 

often referred to as "green dragon." The tincture is typically made by soaking the dried 

flower buds in ethanol and evaporating the solvent. The THC and other cannabinoids 

dissolve into the alcohol. The tincture is ordinarily consumed orally, but may also be 

applied to the skin. 



5. Hash oil 

It’s the extracted oil from the Cannabis plant by solvent extraction, formed into a 

hardened or viscous mass. To make the oil, you grind up the pot, flush it with the water, 

then heat it and pressurize it to release the oil. The end product can have a consistency 

that ranges from that of olive oil to a hard and brittle toothpaste. Hash oil can be the most 

potent of the main cannabis products because of its high level of THC. The drug can be 

smoked or vaporized directly or used to make good goods and/or balms. 

6. Infusions 

There are many varieties of cannabis infusions. The plant material is mixed with the 

solvent (such as dairy butter, cooking oil, ointments, etc.) and then pressed and filtered to 

express the oils of the plant into the solution. Cannabis is being infused in numerous 

products these days such as teas, cooking oils, massage oils, ointments and of course 

various edibles. More than ever, the list of products continues to grow. 
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The Cannabis Strains: Sativa vs. Indica 

 

Indica and Sativa are the two principal types of cannabis plants. They can be mixed to 

create hybrid strains. Each strain has its range of effects on the body and mind, resulting 

in a wide variety of medicinal benefits. Indica strains tend to be more psychoactive. They 

are physically sedating, perfect for relaxing before going to bed or watching a movie. 

With Sativas, well-being, cerebral uplifting and ease are often associated. It makes them 

ideal for social gatherings and creative projects. (Leafly.com) 

A patient suffering from fatigue or depression may use a saliva during the day. A 

different patient being treated for inflammation or insomnia will likely choose an 

indicator strain at night. Most indicate varieties come from central Asia and the Indian 

subcontinent, while natives originate in the equatorial regions, such as Thailand and 

Mexico. 

Visit the Marijuana Strain Explorer at Leafly.com, to see a list of the most popular 

versions of these cannabis strains. These include everything from girl scout cookies, 

Bubba Kush, Pineapple Express, Amnesia Haze and more. 



 

Chapter5: Choosing an International Online Brokerage 

Smoking weed may be a pastime for some, but strides in medical marijuana research 

for many diseases are causing FDA approvals to increase yearly. As the legalization of 

cannabinoids, THC, CBD, and marijuana becomes more of reality, millions of retail 

investors will continue to pour their money into the marijuana market. Short of starting 

your own company, it is likely better to invest in the stocks of viable cannabis-related 

businesses to get a piece of the billion dollar pie. The first step is selecting a brokerage 

firm in which you can trade international stocks cheaply.  

Technology is making investments in stocks overseas cheaper and easier than ever 

before. Fortunately for us, we no longer have to leave our international stocks in the 

costly hands of institutional managers.  

There are different ways to trade foreign stocks: 
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American Depositary Receipt (ADR) 

Introduced to the financial markets in 1927, an American depositary receipt (ADR) is 

a stock that trades in the U.S. but represents a specified number of shares in a foreign 

company. Issued by banks and brokers, ADRs are bought and sold on American public 

exchanges just like regular stocks. Financial institutions price an ADR high enough to 

show substantial value, yet small enough to make it affordable for individual investors. 

There are three different types of ADR issues. The most basic kind of ADR represents 

foreign companies that don’t qualify or don't wish to have their ADR listed on an 

exchange. They are found on the over-the-counter market and are an easy and 

inexpensive way to gauge interest for its securities in North America. Since they trade 

thinly, most international cannabis stocks found on U.S. exchanges will fall in this 

category.  

Non-ADR Stocks 

To get your hands on a Non-ADR foreign stock or ORDs (ordinary shares), you have 

to have a broker that can convert dollars into a foreign currency. Also, sometimes you 

have to pay another small fee to cover brokerage costs on a foreign exchange. The 

ordinary shares of foreign-based companies are not always officially listed on U.S. 

market exchanges. However, you can trade ORD stocks or business funds that invest in 

ORD stocks through most of the brokers listed below. 

  

 



 

  

Top 4 Brokerage Firms for International Trading 

Many brokers, like TradeKing, do not offer either ADR or Non-ADR securities for 

trading on their platforms. The best way to trade these stocks is through foreign-trading 

services provided by quality online firms like International Brokers, Fidelity Investments, 

Charles Schwab & Co and a few others. Determining which of these brokers has the 

better deal for you depends on how significant is the amount of capital you will be 

trading with, the size of your transactions and how often you will be selling. 

Furthermore, each of these brokers offers to buy on margin. The amount of money 

you can borrow on margin toward the purchase of stocks is typically limited to 50 percent 

of the value of marginal securities in your account. However, it is prudent to borrow less 

to lower your risk. Once you hire on margin, you are required to maintain a certain 

amount of value in your account, depending on the diversity of the securities you possess. 

Typically, the equity maintenance requirement is at least 30% of the total account value. 

Brokers calculate your buying power and cash available for withdrawal. 
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1. Interactive Brokers LLC. 

Due to its transparency and its low costs, this broker is a top pick for professional 

traders. Lower commissions, no ticket charges; no minimums; no software, platform, or 

reporting fees; and meager financing rates. 

Trade Execution 

IB offers high, quick execution of trades. Most brokers trade against your orders or 

sell them to others to execute who will buy against them. The resulting reduced 

performance can result in costs higher than the commission you pay. IB continuously 

searches and reroutes to the best available prices for stocks and options. 

(interactivebrokers.com) 

Stock Yield Enhancement 

There’s even a way to make extra income through their Stock Yield Enhancement 

Program safely. The program lets them borrow shares in exchange for cash collateral, and 

then lends the shares to traders who are willing to pay a fee to acquire them. You will be 

given a loan fee each day that your stock is on loan. 

Foreign Stocks 

Most importantly, IB offers ADR stocks and non-ADR shares. You can trade on over 

100 market centers in 24 countries. You’ll have direct market access to stocks, options, 

futures, forex, bonds, ETFs and CFDs from a single universal account. You can fund 

your account in multiple currencies and trade assets denominated in various currencies 

from an individual account. 

Fees 

Interactive Brokers differs from many other online brokerages by offering a trading 

fee structure based on the number of shares traded. Other brokerages, like the ones 

https://www.interactivebrokers.com/Universal/servlet/OpenAccount.IBrokerGuestLogin?partnerID=U2050147&invitedBy=eWVzd2F5MTMx


mentioned later in this chapter, have a flat tax. Interactive Brokers charges $0.0050 per 

share sold. That’s great if you are buying less than 1,000 shares. For instance, for a 

transaction of 250 shares, IB will only charge $1.25! However, if you plan on trading at a 

high volume, it may be better to go with a flat fee brokerage.  

Margin Rates 

If you’re looking to trade on margin, you will love the rates IB offers. They are tiny. 

The maximum margin rate is the benchmark rate plus 1.5%. This blended rate is based on 

account balance. Larger cash balances receive increasingly better rates. For balances of 

$100,000 or less, the margin rate is currently only 2.16%! It just gets lower from there. 

Minimums 

Interactive Brokers can maintain such low rates and fees because it requires a 

minimum of $10,000 to open an account with them. They make their money through the 

volume of activity of each customer. For those of you who do not have the funds for such 

a deposit, this may be a deal breaker. However, if you do have the money, you’ll save big 

on costs in the long run. To maintain the account after that, you must keep at least $2,000 

or non-USD equivalent in your mind. Otherwise, fees may be collected.  

For more current information, visit their website: 

interactivebrokers.com 

  

 

https://www.interactivebrokers.com/Universal/servlet/OpenAccount.IBrokerGuestLogin?partnerID=U2050147&invitedBy=eWVzd2F5MTMx
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2. Fidelity Investments 

Fidelity is another excellent broker for trading foreign stocks. It is especially ideal for 

traders who want to keep a portion of their capital parked in a particular foreign currency 

for several years. You will pay the conversion rate, but small brokerage commissions. 

For instance, after Fidelity turns your currency into Euros, you’ll be able to do online 

trades in market exchanges of France, Germany, Belgium, etc. As with Interactive 

Brokers, all dividends received by you would remain in euros, and your Fidelity account 

would show separate U.S. dollar and foreign currency credit balances. 

Fees 

In response to the growing competition, Fidelity lowered its commissions in February 

2017, dropping from $7.95 per trade to $4.95. While not as low as IB, that’s actually near 

the bottom among quality online brokers, especially considering the level of excellence 

the company’s customer service provides. 

Margin Rates 

Fidelity offers relatively low margin rates. Like IB, the margin rate you pay depends 

on your outstanding margin balance. The higher your balance, the lower the margin rate 

you are charged. For balances between $0-$24,999, the margin rate is Base + 1.50%-- 

which at the time of this writing, translates to an effective rate of 8.325%. With balances 

of $25,000-$49,999, the effective rate is 7.825%. Between $50,000-$99,999, the rate is 

6.875% and so on. 

Minimums 

At the time of this writing, Fidelity has a minimum investment of $2,500 for 

brokerage accounts. That’s relatively high compared with other online brokers. For IRA 

accounts, the minimum is $0. If you want to invest in mutual funds, most Fidelity and 

non-Fidelity funds carry a $2,500 minimum as well.  



For more information (like current rates and fees), visit their website: 

www.fidelity.com.  
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3. Charles Schwab & Co. 

Charles Schwab offers plenty of trading and educational features that many newbies 

will find useful. Schwab has extensive research tools at your fingertips and 24/7 customer 

service. Furthermore, customers who already possess a Schwab bank account or an 

OptionsXpress account can access all accounts through a single log-in.  

Fees 

Like Interactive Brokers and Fidelity, Charles Schwab is ahead of most of its 

competitors with a $4.95 flat-rate for stock trades.The same goes for options trades, 

which run at $4.95, plus $.65 per contract. Investors trading ETFs will also enjoy Schwab 

as the leading broker in its offering of 229 commission-free ETFs. Interestingly, Schwab 

offers to refund fees or commission if for any reason you’re not completely satisfied.  

For foreign stocks, you pay a single fee covering both its brokerage commission and 

the currency conversion. However, there is an additional fee for the overseas broker. 

Schwab’s price is 0.5%, with a $100 minimum on trades smaller than $20,000. The 

different price ranges from 0.4% to 1.2%. 

Margin Rates 

Schwab’s low margin rates are comparable to Fidelity. For balances between $0-

$24,999, the current marginal rate is 8.50%. With balances of $25,000-$49,999, the 

effective rate is 8.00%. Between $50,000-$99,999, the rate is 7.00% and so on. To begin 

borrowing at Schwab, you must have at least $5,000 in cash or marginable securities in 

your account.  

Minimums 

To open an account with Schwab, the minimum deposit is $1,000. This minimum is 

waived if you set up an automatic monthly transfer of $100 through direct deposit or 



Schwab MoneyLink® or open a Schwab Bank High Yield Investor Checking® account 

linked to your brokerage account. 

For more information (like current rates and fees), visit their website: 

www.schwab.com.  
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4. Scottrade, Inc. 

At most only $7 per trade, Scottrade also offers access to foreign stocks from over 20 

countries. Like the brokers mentioned earlier, Scottrade provides customers the ability to 

trade international equities alongside domestic equities via one central account. 

Foreign Stocks 

Scottrade provides customers with advanced research and trading tools to help you 

manage investments intelligently and on your terms.  

Scottrade offers ADRs for companies in over 20 countries throughout Europe, Africa, 

South America, and Asia Pacific. Through an online trading account, you can use the 

stock screener to get online quotes and explore ADR stocks or ORDs that you can use to 

expand your portfolio's investments internationally. Also, you can start your research 

online with news, charts and stock information for many international stocks, available 

free of charge to your Scottrade account.  

Fees 

For customers at Scottrade, the most array of products and services to help meet 

financial goals, are provided at no cost. Their trading taxes and commissions are 

intentionally straightforward and clear. Lastly, they don’t charge clients fees for account 

maintenance or inactivity. At the time of this writing, an online trade is only $7. If broker 

assisted, the price is $32. 

Margin Rates 

During the time your loan is outstanding, Scottrade charges interest daily based on 

some funds you borrow. Keeping a higher debt balance in your account makes you 

eligible for lower interest rates. For instance, at the time of this writing, a loan balance 

under $9,999.99 results in an interest rate of 8.25% (Base Rate + 1.25%). Between 

$10,000 and $24,999.99, the interest rate is 8%. 



An initial deposit of $2,000 is required to request margin privileges. Once a loan is 

extended, you’re expected to keep a minimum equity level, called the maintenance 

requirement, in your account if you’re trading on margin or using margin loan privileges.  

Trade Execution 

Scottrade regularly reviews and assesses market center performance to optimize trade 

speed and actively compete against industry averages, helping to ensure orders are 

executed quickly and efficiently. At the time of this writing, their trade execution speed 

was 0.10 seconds. This number represents a 6-month rolling average for market orders 

(100-1999 Shares) in S&P 500 securities. 

For more information (like current rates and fees), visit their website: 

www.scottrade.com/ 

 For most investors, the strategy is to skip ORD shares. Buy ADRs only and to be patient 

with the ones that don’t trade heavily. Yes, some fees can come with acquiring ADRs, 

but they are small (one to three cents a share annually). In fact, they are often picked up 

by the issuing company anyway. 

Lastly, familiarize yourself with the technical aspects of your broker’s trading platform 

by practicing through a demo account. Each broker has one. Drilling through a demo 

account is of particular importance as this is the same platform you’ll be using when you 

fund your account with real money. It will help you to master the mechanics of entering 

and exiting trades, not to mention the many mistakes you might make otherwise. 
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Chapter6:  Countries Legalizing Cannabis 

Overview 

The legality of cannabis for general or recreational use varies from country to 

country. Due to an agreement about Indian hemp, also known as hashish, in the 

International Opium Convention (1925), possession of cannabis is still illegal in most 

countries. Currently, Uruguay is the only nation that has completely legalized marijuana 

for both recreational and medical use. However, recently in the last several years, there’s 

been a wave of optimism as many first world countries have either decriminalized 

marijuana use, or in some-- like Canada and Australia, full legalization is on its way. 

“Ireland, Australia, Jamaica, and Germany approved measures this year for its 

medicinal use, while Australia also granted permission for businesses to apply for 

licenses to manufacture or cultivate marijuana products for medicinal purposes and to 

conduct related research. Decisions are still pending in South Africa.” (CNN) 

Because legalization is such a new issue, many countries are looking to the United 

States to see how legalization is working out in states like Colorado and Washington. 

So far, it has been a success. Some of the social and economic benefits include tax 

revenue increases and decreases in drug-related crime. In fact, countries that have either 

decriminalized or legalized cannabis have seen positive results across the board, even 

lower traffic fatalities. 
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The Countries 

Starting with North America, below is a list of countries in which the legalization of 

cannabis is on its way. With marijuana being such a burgeoning industry, the sooner you 

start your investments, you can ride the wave to enormous profits. However, countries 

that have had legal cannabis use for years have been left out, because investment 

opportunities don’t have as much upside. This includes Uruguay, Costa Rica, 

Netherlands, and Spain. 

1. United States 

 

This past November, marijuana had a massive victory in the polls. Voters in 

California, Massachusetts, Maine, and Nevada approved recreational marijuana 

initiatives. On the medical side, voters in Florida, North Dakota and Arkansas passed 

medical marijuana provisions. Voters in Montana also rolled back restrictions on an 

existing medical pot law. It was the most significant electoral victory for marijuana 

reform since 2012 when Colorado and Washington first approved the drug's recreational 

use. 

Federal Legalization 

However, medical and recreational use is still illegal on a federal level. Cannabis is 

even considered a Schedule 1 drug, meaning that the U.S. Drug Enforcement 



Administration sees no medicinal properties in the substance and classifies it as highly 

addictive on par with LSD. Therefore, marijuana companies cannot even open a checking 

account or obtain a line of credit with banks because they're selling a federally illegal 

substance. If a bank did initiate a report or a line of credit for a company selling 

marijuana-related products, it could be construed as money laundering and expose them 

to substantial fines. Also, “Marijuana businesses are severely hampered by U.S. Tax 

Code 280E, which disallows companies that sell a federal illicit substance from taking 

regular business deductions.” (The Motley Fool, March 2017) 

While the Obama administration decided not to interfere with state regulation, this 

current Trump administration, led by a very conservative house and Senate, may not be 

as hands-off. In fact, in a few public speeches, they already alluded to the possibility of 

enforcing federal laws against the states that have legalized recreational use of marijuana. 

However, while the Department of Justice can take legal action and implement the 

federal Controlled Substances Act if a state decides it does not want to use its courts and 

police to arrest and punish marijuana users, there is little the federal government can do 

to change that without using considerable resources. 

Two Bills 

The good news is that there has been movement on this issue in Washington. There 

are currently two bills in Congress, which involve the legalization of marijuana on the 

federal level. One of them was introduced on February 27, by Republican Tom Garret of 

Virginia. His bill Ending Federal Marijuana Prohibition Act of 2017 would take cannabis 

off the federally controlled substances list, making it more equal with alcohol and 

tobacco. (Fool.com) 

Nevertheless, the journey to full legalization in the U.S. will be a long one, which is 

why it’s better to invest in international stocks overseas where country-wide legalization 

will happen much quicker. 

Mostly Penny Stocks 

Most marijuana stocks in the U.S., like Terra Tech Corp. and MCig Inc., are penny 

stocks that are thinly traded over the counter rather than on one of the major exchanges. 
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Many of these penny stocks are great companies. However, they can’t grow as fast when 

they can’t even take out a bank loan. 

If the low risk is a priority, investors do have the option of investing in companies 

that support the industry rather than those producing the product directly. A few 

companies that fit this description include Scotts Miracle-Gro (NYSE: SMG) and GW 

Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: GWPH). Though it only makes up 10% of their revenue, 

Scotts Miracle-Gro acquired multiple hydroponics companies that serve the marijuana-

growing industry. Also, GW Pharmaceuticals’ drug Sativex was produced using a 

formulated extract of the cannabis sativa plant. They sell it in 16 countries outside the 

United States to treat spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis. 

States where Marijuana is Legal 

In the United States, the use of cannabis for medical purposes is legal in 28 states, 

plus the territories of Guam and Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, as of 

November 2016.   

Of those 28 states, 7 have legal recreational marijuana. These include Alaska, 

California, Colorado, Oregon, Massachusetts, Nevada, and Washington. Michigan, 

Missouri, Vermont, Delaware, and Rhode Island are most likely to be the next states to 

legalize recreational cannabis. (wikipedia.org) 

  

 



 

  

2. Canada 

The Canadian cannabis industry has continued to be a bright light for marijuana 

investors. Marijuana is so in demand right now, that supply in Canada is a real problem. 

With an entirely legal market, licensed producers will reap significant profits. 

Throughout 2016, stocks of the cannabis industry were super hot, and that’s before 2018 

when Canada becomes the first G7 nation to legalize recreational marijuana. 

Legalization 

Canadians are overwhelmingly supporting legalized marijuana, and the progressive 

Justin Trudeau administration is listening. The government is currently working on a plan 

that will work legalized cannabis into the system to crush black markets, increase tax 

revenue and create jobs. In the process, Canada will likely end up as the global leader of 

this emerging commodity. 

During December of 2016, the government took a significant step by forming a 

federal task force. This committee released its recommendations relating to the 

legalization of recreational marijuana, and it was very positive. Demand will continue to 

explode, but it will take time for the program to be up and running. This is why, as we’ll 

learn later, licensed producers have raised plenty of capital from investors who see the 

big picture. Companies like Canopy Growth (TSE: WEED) and Aphria Inc. (TSE: APH) 

have been aggressively expanding to increase production capacity. (seekingalpha.com) 

Licensed Producers 

Analysts believe there will likely be a shortage of cannabis upon legalization because 

of the difficulty of becoming a licensed producer. Health Canada has approved roughly 2 

percent of applications thus far. Afterwards, to legally cultivate and sell cannabis in 

Canada, each company must be granted a license from Health Canada under the MMPR 

(Medical Purposes Regulations).  
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As of now, there are only 31 companies that are licensed under the MMPR, making 

the market for marijuana business small in Canada. Out of those, just 10 are publicly 

traded companies. The LTB Licensed Producer Composite Index represents these LPs: 

Aphria Inc. (OTCQB:APHQF), Aurora Cannabis (OTCQB:ACBFF), Canopy Growth 

(OTCPK:TWMJF), Emblem Corp. (OTCPK: EMMBF), Emerald Health (OTC:TBQBF), 

Mettrum Health (OTC:MQTRF), Organigram Holdings, PharmaCan Capital 

(OTC:PRMCF), Supreme Pharmaceuticals (OTCPK:SPRWF) and THC Biomed Int'l 

(OTCQB:CBF).  

  

 



 

  

3. Australia 

In February of 2016, the Federal Government legalized the growing of cannabis for 

medicinal and scientific purposes at a federal level. Afterward, the use of therapeutic 

marijuana was authorized by the Victorian government in April 2016, and in New South 

Wales in August 2016, The usage of medicinal cannabis became legal at the federal level 

on 1 November 2016, with implementation varying from state-to-state. 

Supply and Demand Issue 

While not as far in the process as Canada, Australia is increasingly pro-medical 

marijuana. So much so, there is a significant supply and demand problem. The 

government has indicated it's open to speeding things up, with Health Minister Greg Hunt 

recently announcing that authorities will allow more rapid importation of the commodity 

while a domestic supply is built. (theguardian.com) 

Canopy Growth to the Rescue 

To counter delays for patients who have been prescribed medical cannabis, importers 

will now be allowed to buy from established suppliers overseas, then store it locally to be 

distributed via doctors. Mega Canadian weed producer, Canopy Growth Corporation 

(TSE: pot) has this relationship with Australian company AusCann Group Holdings 

(ASX: AC8). According to AusCann Managing Director Elaine Darby, the agreement 

will cement Aus Cann's leadership position in Australia’s rapidly developing medicinal 

cannabis market. You can read more about Canopy Growth’s rapid ascension and market 

dominance in the next chapter. (newcannabisventures.com) 
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4. Brazil 

Cannabis in Brazil is still technically illegal, but possession and cultivation of 

personal amounts were decriminalized in 2006 and 2017. Limited cannabis-based 

medicines are now permitted. In January, Brazil issued its first license for a cannabis-

based medication, allowing sales of an oral spray called Sativex. 

Canopy Growth Corp., which owns Bedrocan, has teamed up with Brazilian company 

Entourage Phytolab SA and founded a new subsidiary, Bedrocan Brazil. The latter will 

import products from Canopy Growth Corp. (TSE: WEED), while Entourage Phytolab 

SA will develop more medical cannabis products. (insiderfinancial.com) 

When the market matures in South America, Bedrocan Brazil plans to produce and 

cultivate its cannabis. But for now, it will begin by importing from its Canadian parent 

company, Canopy Growth. 

5. Chile 

In 2005, Chile formally decriminalized all cannabis use. Since 2014, Chile has 

allowed the cultivation of marijuana for medical purposes with the authorization of The 

Chilean Agriculture Service (SAG). 

More recently in 2016, a regulation bill was passed that now allows Chileans to grow 

small amounts of marijuana for medical, recreational or spiritual use. It was approved by 

the country's lower house of Congress. 

Ausgang (ASX: AC8) has agreed to form a joint-venture with Chilean group 

Fundación Daya-- the only group so far to have a medical cannabis production license in 

Chile. (seekingalpha.com) 

  

 



 

  

6. Columbia 

Since 1994, cannabis has been legalized for possession of small amounts up to 22 

grams for personal consumption. However, in 2016, the Supreme Court of Justice stated 

that someone who is caught with a more significant number than the statutory limit could 

not be criminally prosecuted if it is found that the person carries the substance to satisfy 

their own consumption needs. 

A Canadian company called PharmaCielo, with the government’s approval is working 

to produce the drug legally in Colombia. In the coming weeks, the government will begin 

processing licenses for a small number of companies, including PharmaCielo, under a 

2015 law that allows the cultivation of medical marijuana. (nytimes.com) 

7. Czech Republic  

Since 2010, possession of up to fifteen grams of cannabis for personal use or 

cultivation of up to five plants is a misdemeanor subject to a minor punishment. 

However, this is mostly not enforced. Medical use of cannabis on a prescription has been 

legal and regulated since 2013. (wikipedia.org) 
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8. Ecuador 

Production and distribution of cannabis in Ecuador are still prohibited, but it is mostly 

not enforced. However, a movement is brewing as more and more public authorities are 

in favor of the non-criminalization of drug use in small doses. Ecuador is looking very 

carefully to Uruguay, its neighboring country where it has regularized the marijuana 

market for years. (wikipedia.org) 

9. Germany 

Germany is a cannabis-friendly country with a quarter of the population having 

consumed cannabis. That’s almost 19 million people. However, marijuana is still illegal 

in Germany, though laws are not enforced against individuals who are caught possessing 

less than 15 grams. Very similar to the united states, the law on marijuana consumption is 

decided in each of Germany’s 16 federal states.  

However, on May 4, 2016, the Cabinet of Germany approved the measure for legal 

medical cannabis for seriously ill patients who have consulted with a doctor and "have no 

therapeutic alternative." German Health Minister, Hermann Gröhe, presented the legal 

draft on the legalization of medical cannabis to the cabinet, which took effect early this 

year 2017. Now thanks to the German bill, marijuana will be available through health 

insurance plans. (CNN.) 

Germany is EU’s most populous state with 82 million people. At this time, it will rely 

entirely on imported marijuana for its patients. Canopy Growth Corporation (TSE: 

WEED) announced in November that it had agreed to acquire MedCann GmbH Pharma 

and Nutraceuticals (MedCann), a private pharmaceutical distributor in Germany. 

MedCann has already successfully placed Canopy Growth branded products in German 

pharmacies. Led by Dr. Pierre Debs, MedCann’s team has established itself as a leading 

cannabis importer and distributor within Germany. (newcannabisventures.com) 
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10. Ireland 

A review of policy on medical marijuana was announced in November 2016, and a 

private member's bill to legalize it passed the second stage in Dáil in December 2016. 

However, there is virtually no government support for recreational marijuana. Minister 

Simon Harris states he’ll rely on advice from the country’s Health Products Regulatory 

Authority to decide whether or not pot is a legitimate palliative. A further debate over 

how and where Ireland’s legal marijuana would be grown is still in the cards. 

11. Israel 

Already a worldwide leader in marijuana-related research funded by the government, 

Israel’s government has allowed medical marijuana as a tonic for intractable illnesses 

since 1992.  

On March 5, 2017, Israel's Cabinet decriminalized the recreational use of marijuana, 

at its weekly meeting on Sunday in a move applauded by politicians from across the 

spectrum, left to right. The policy decriminalizes the illegal use of cannabis. However, 

growing and selling the plant would remain illegal. Not long after, 37 farmers received 

preliminary permits from the Health Ministry to construct facilities for the plant’s 

cultivation. They will join an existing group of 8 medical-cannabis growers in the 

country. 

Justice Minister Ayelet Shaked said in a statement, “Israel cannot shut its eyes to the 

changes being made across the world in respect to marijuana consumption and its 

effects.” (CNN) 

Lack of Supply 

With pot legalization spreading like wildfire across globally, Israel believes marijuana 

can be a massive export for them. However, until Israel can ship medical marijuana to 



other countries within a few years, their biggest problem at the moment is a lack of 

supply. Thousands of medical marijuana patients will be out of weed within the next few 

months. Consequently, Israel plans to lessen restrictions to allow more production 

facilities to grow and process tobacco. 

Listed within the next chapter is 3 Israel-based publicly traded companies with plenty 

of potentials. These corporations are Teva Pharmaceuticals Industries (NYSE: TEVA), 

One World Cannabis Ltd. (OTC: OWCP) and Cannabis Pharmaceuticals (OTC: CNBC). 

12. Jamaica 

Jamaica is in the early stages of setting up a medical cannabis industry. At the 

beginning of January 2017, the Cannabis Licensing Authority granted conditional 

approval to three applicants for permits to cultivate and process marijuana. It comes 

almost a year after the passing of regulations to facilitate the cultivation of marijuana for 

medicinal, scientific, and therapeutic purposes. 

 

13. Mexico 

On December 13, 2016, Mexico’s Senate voted to legalize medical marijuana, seeing 

the potential for CBD. Earlier in 2016, patients in dire need were granted permits by the 

pressured Mexican Health Department to receive hemp-based CBD oil from overseas-- 

specifically, a California-based company called HempMeds. It came after years of 

medical marijuana advocates pleaded on behalf of two Mexican families with children 

who have severe epilepsy.  

“We Mexicans know all too well the range and the defects of prohibitionist and 

punitive policies, and of the so-called war on drugs that has prevailed for 40 years,” 

President Enrique Pena Nieto said. “Our country has suffered, as few have the ill effects 

of organized crime tied to drug trafficking. Fortunately, a new consensus is gradually 

emerging worldwide in favor of reforming drug policies. A growing number of countries 

are strenuously combating criminals, but instead of criminalizing consumers, they offer 

them alternatives and opportunities.” 
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HempMeds, a subsidiary of Medical Marijuana Inc (OTC: MJNA) solidified a 

partnership with the Mexican Health Department. At the time of this writing, it now sells 

the only legal cannabis-based products allowed into Mexico. (medicalmarijuanainc.com) 

  

 



 

  

14. New Zealand 

After alcohol and tobacco, marijuana is already the third most widely used 

recreational drug in New Zealand and the most commonly used illegal drug. According to 

the World Drug Report, this ranks as the ninth highest cannabis consumption level in the 

world. The use of marijuana in New Zealand is governed by the Misuse of Drugs Act 

1975, which makes illegal possession of any amount of cannabis illegal. 

In March 2016, New Zealand's Associate Health Minister Peter Dunne stated he 

would back policy changes regarding medical marijuana if it is proven to be effective in 

treating illnesses. 

In December 2016, the Green Party said that if it forms a government in the 2017 

election, it will legalize marijuana. The party would also “urgently amend the law, so sick 

people using medicinal marijuana were not penalized.” 

 

15. Portugal 

In 2001, Portugal became the first country ever to decriminalize the utilization of all 

drugs– making possession of personal quantities of all drugs, including cannabis, a non-

criminal offense. Since then, Portugal has experienced significant benefits, including a 

decrease in “hard” drug use and drug-related crimes. (forbes.com) 

However, in 2003, an amendment was made that criminalized the sale and possession 

of any cannabis seed not certified as of a European hemp variety. It mostly means 

Portugal is widely opposed to cultivation, even banning the sale of equipment intended 

for breeding. Furthermore, Portugal’s neighboring country of Spain has such a well-

developed cannabis market that many users in Portugal rely on marijuana grown in Spain 

or imported from Morocco. It is mainly the case in the case of hashish. 
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16. Puerto Rico 

In 2015 the Governor of Puerto Rico signed an executive order to legalize cannabis 

for medicinal use only. 

Governor Garcia-Padilla said in a statement to the press: “We’re taking a significant 

step in the area of health that is crucial to our development and high expectations for their 

quality of life. I am sure that many patients will receive appropriate treatment that will 

offer them new hope.” (fortaleza.pr.gov) 

In January 2017, Puerto Rico medical marijuana dispensaries began operating for the 

first time in the U.S. territory. 

17. South Africa 

Early in 2017, medical marijuana, known as dagga to South Africans, was approved 

by the country’s government. Dr. Mario Oriani-Ambrosini created the Medical 

Innovation Bill in 2014, which proposed the complete legalization of medical and 

recreational cannabis. After being diagnosed with stage IV lung cancer, Dr. Oriani-

Ambrosini became a primary advocate for the legalization of marijuana before his death 

in August 2014. (merryjane.com) 

The Medical Control Council, South Africa’s medical regulatory agency that uses a 

variety of experts to evaluate the distribution and marketing of medicine, is in the process 

of forming new guidelines for the production of cannabis oil. 
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Chapter7: The 20 Best Globally Traded Marijuana 

Companies 

For reasons this book illustrated earlier, most of the best publicly traded pot 

companies do not reside in the United States where much uncertainty still prevails. You 

will find the bulk of the fastest growing marijuana companies are listed in the exchanges 

of foreign countries, like Canada and Australia. It is why this chapter primarily contains 

international stocks. With the help of the brokers listed previously in this book, investors 

will find that it’s just as easy to get a piece of the pot action in these foreign countries as 

it is in your own country.  

As a reminder, with brokerages like Interactive Brokers, shares in these companies 

can be bought in the American over-the-counter (OTC) markets or directly from its 

original exchange. It is why each listed stock below will have ticker symbols listed for 

two markets-- its native trade and its version on the OTC market. For instance, Canopy 

Growth Corporation has the ticker WEED on the TSE exchange. However, on the OTC 

market, its ticker is TWMJF. With either one, you are at the mercy of the prevailing 

currency rate, so do your due diligence before trading. Furthermore, remember that past 

performance is no guarantee of success. 

Without further delay, here's the definitive list of the best, safest, fastest growing 

companies in the pot biz. 
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Stocks with Larger Market Caps  

1. Aphria Inc. (OTCQB: APHQF, TSE: APH) 

Aphria, Inc. is one of only a handful of Canadian licensed producers engaging in the 

production and supply of medical marijuana. At the time of this writing, its share price 

over the last 12 months had soared upwards of 500% to a market cap more than $1 

billion. Along with other top licensed producers in Canada, Aphria outperformed 94% of 

TSE-listed stocks in the same period. The company was founded by Cole Cacciavillani 

and John Cervini on June 22, 2011, and is headquartered in Leamington, Canada. 

Aphria is a company that often gets overlooked by investors searching for the 

ultimate marijuana stock. For the reasons outlined below, it might be a better long-term 

buy than the more massive, more famous Canopy Growth Corporation. 

Revenue 

With an average annual income increase of 62%, Aphria has had very rapid growth in 

its two years of generating revenue. In fact, it increased taxes by 1,200% year to year in 

2016 and is on track to achieve this significant growth again in 2017. 

Expansion 

With its ongoing development, continued substantial revenue growth can be expected. 

Aphria just completed a 1,000,000-square-foot cannabis cultivation facility that should 

increase output to 70,000 kg of dried marijuana every year. Financed by an equity 

offering, this includes 700,000 square feet of automated greenhouses, 230,000 square feet 

of infrastructure including vaults, processing, and warehouse areas. 

Fundamental Analysis 



Aphria Inc. is a greenhouse-only cannabis producer with the lowest cost of its 

production in the business. With its varied products and low prices, management seems 

to have a firm grasp on operations.  

With such a volatile sector as this one, it makes sense to invest in a company with the 

best long-term potential. Solid fundamentals, like cash flow and margins, are critical to a 

company’s long-term success and Aphra's fundamentals are sound. 

Low Costs 

This year, Aphria announced that cannabis oil products accounted for over 10% of 

sales in the second quarter. Production cost was only $1.31 per gram in Q2. It was a small 

increase from $1.23 per gram in Q1. Nevertheless, Aphria currently enjoys the lowest 

production costs among the handful of LP in Canada. If Aphria can continue to minimize 

costs and achieve more significant margins, they can distance themselves from the 

competition in the long run.  

At the time of this writing, Aphria operates on $2.2 million free cash flow. It equates 

to approximately 14% of the company’s revenue. It is also the first to report positive 

earnings in consecutive quarters. For a group so early in its growth, this is quite the feat. 

Its most prominent competitors, Canopy Growth Corporation, OrganiGram Holdings Inc. 

and Aurora Cannabis Inc., have all yet to make any substantial profits. 

(seekingalpha.com) 

Investments 

Aphria has a significant portion of its investments in the North American cannabis 

industry. These include nine different companies in both the private and public markets. 

At the time of this writing, almost all of its investments have resulted in substantial gains. 

These groups include Canabo Medical, CannaRoyalty, Copperstate Farms, Green Acre 

Capital, Kalytera Therapeutics, MassRoots, Resolve Digital Health and Scythian 

BioSciences. 
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Aphra's management has smartly scaled the company with the growth of the industry, 

as opposed to building too fast. With recreational cannabis being legalized in 2017, 

Aphria has put itself in an advantageous position, ensuring it will be a market leader in 

the Canadian cannabis market for years to come. Visit 

www.aphria.com/ for more current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $542.4 M 

Shares Outstanding: 111.6 M 

Price/ Earnings: 158.82 

Revenue: $6.4 M 

Net Profit Margin: 21.16% 

Return on Equity: 4.88% 

Industry: Pharmaceuticals 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $0.98-5.79 

Company Profile 

Address: 269 Erie Street West, Leamington, Ontario N8H 3C4 

Phone: +1.844.427.4742 

Number of Employees: 57 

Chairman, President & Chief Executive Officer: Victor Neufeld 

Chief Operating Officer & Director: Cole Cacciavillani 

Chief Financial Officer: Carl A. Merton 

Chief Scientific Officer: Gary Leong 
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2. Canopy Growth Corporation (TSE: WEED) (OTCQB: 

TWMJF) 

Founded by Bruce Linton on August 5, 2009, and headquartered in Smith Falls, 

Canada. Canopy Growth Corporation supplies an unmatched selection of premium 

medical marijuana, with exposure to ever-growing markets in Canada, U.S., Germany, 

Australia, and South America. 

Incredible Growth 

The company has recorded strong growth on virtually all metrics, and as of the end of 

2016, Canopy Growth reported to have over 29,000 registered patients who are more than 

260% higher than the previous year. After Trudeau announced his goal to legalize the 

recreational market in Canada this year and marijuana advocates victories in the primary 

U.S. states last November, Canopy Growth's stock price hit incredible highs of $9 U.S. 

dollars, becoming the first publicly traded pot stock to have a market cap over $1 billion. 

Last year, Canopy Growth emerged as the dominant medical marijuana supplier in 

Canada. It recently changed its TSX ticker to WEED and announced its acquisition of 

Mettrum Health Corp. which gives it plenty of leverage to capitalize on recreational use 

in Canada and eventually the United States. (nasdaq.com) 

Revenue 

Since 2014, the income has grown 4,200% making it the fastest growing LP in 

Canada. During the 2016 calendar year, Canopy had 12.7 M Canadian dollars in revenue. 

It compares to 2.37 million in the previous 15 months! At the time of this writing, 

Canopy Growth's sales are running at around $8 M in Canadian dollars quarterly, but 

given how much the market will open up soon with legalization, these numbers could 

explode to the upside. The revenue is expected to increase at a rate of 200% annually and 



the earnings at a rate of 142% quarterly. No wonder it is the first billion-dollar Marijuana 

stock.  

Expansion 

Canopy Growth also acquired German marijuana distributor MedCann, giving it a 

significant distribution network in Europe. It will ultimately put Canopy Growth (Tweed-

branded) cannabis strains into pharmacies in Germany, where medical marijuana has 

been legal since 2005. With a highly experienced leadership team, led by Dr. Pierre Debs, 

MedCann has established itself as a leading marijuana importer and distributor within 

Germany where the cannabis industry still relies solely on imports.  

Also, Canopy Growth recently announced an export deal with Brazil. Their wholly 

owned subsidiary, Bedrocan Canada Inc., has completed their first ever export of dried 

cannabis from Canada to Brazil. Canopy hopes to work towards building a solidified 

medicinal marijuana platform in Brazil. (seekingalpha.com) 

Like Aphria, Canopy is also doing its fair share of investing and marketing. With its 

acquisition of Mettrum, Canopy has brought its production capacity to 665,000 square 

feet. Its marketing efforts include a partnership with famously pro-pot supporter and 

musician Snoop Dog. 

Conclusion 

To justify Canopy Growth Corporation’s incredible ascent and acquire new investors, 

management will need to boost sales enough to offset its costly expansion projects. 

However, keep in mind, a company at its stage of development should be spending on 

future growth anyway. Not giving back to shareholders. Nevertheless, Canopy Growth is 

establishing a worldwide presence amid a shift toward greater acceptance of marijuana 

use. Visit http://www.canopygrowth.com/ for more 

current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $1.3 B 

http://www.canopygrowth.com/
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Shares Outstanding: 159.2 M 

Revenue: $9.7 M 

Industry: Agricultural Commodities/ Milling 

Stock Price 52 Week Range: $1.84-14.39 

Company Profile 

Address: 1 Hershey Drive, Smith Falls, Ontario K7A 0A8 

Phone: +1.855.558.9333 

Number of Employees: 156 

Chairman: Bruce Linton 

Chief Operating Officer & Director: Cole Cacciavillani 

Chief Financial Officer & Senior Vice President: Timothy R. Saunders 

Managing Director: Mark Zekulin 

  

 



 

  

3. OrganiGram Holdings Inc. (CVE: OGI) (OTCQB: OGRMF) 

Like Canopy, OrganiGram Holdings, Inc. also engages in the production and sale of 

medical marijuana in Canada. Founded on July 5, 2010, and is headquartered in 

Vancouver, Canada, 

Certified Organic Product 

Interestingly, what sets Organigram apart from other licensed producers is the fact 

they produce a certified organic product. With pot eventually becoming a commodity 

(like wheat) in Canada, being accredited organic differentiates Organigram’s marijuana 

as a superior product with limited competition. Also, since an organic producer is 

required to keep comprehensive records, this will appeal to doctors who will likely have 

more confidence prescribing a natural product to their patients. 

Significant Growth 

Organigram has held up nicely in spite of a recent product recall. While the product 

recall was initially terrible news, the company’s fast response strengthened the 

company’s brand in the eyes of its customer base and shareholders. 

Lastly, in addition to making great strides in its expansion plans, the latest results 

showed positive cash flow and significant year over year growth in sales of both dried 

flower and cannabis oils. For the quarter ending November 2016, Organigram generated 

over C$2.23 million in sales for the quarter on 260,291 grams of dried bud and 77,200 ml 

of cannabis oil sold. (fool.com) 

Organigram remains one of the top marijuana plays for investors. Visit  

http://www.organigram.ca for more current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $100.0 M 

http://www.organigram.ca/
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Shares Outstanding: 56.4 M 

Price / Earnings: 285.98 

Revenue: $4.6 M 

Net Profit Margin: 4.24% 

Industry: Agricultural Commodities/ Milling 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $0.55 - 3.35 

Company Profile 

Address: 35A English Drive, Moncton, New Brunswick E1E 3X3 

Phone: +1.647.453.8955 

Number of Employees: N/A 

Chief Executive Officer: Greg Engel 

Independent Director & Chief Operating Officer: Larry Rogers 

Chief Financial Officer: Peter R. Hanson 

Director-Investor & Media Relations: Giselle Doiron 

  

 



 

  

4. Aurora Cannabis Inc. (ACB: TSXV) (OTCQB: BFF) 

Another licensed producer with a market cap more than $1 billion, Aurora Cannabis 

Inc. is headquartered in Vancouver, Canada. Its medical cannabis products include 

Borealis Blend, Odin, Odin 3, Peechee, Sentinel, Stokes, and Warwick 2. Aurora's 

product types include Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), Cannabidiol (CBD), indicia, sativa, 

and hybrid. 

Aurora recently announced that it had received a license from Health Canada to sell 

and distribute cannabis oils. Cannabis oils are for users who often cannot smoke 

marijuana buds due to breathing issues they may have. It is an excellent news for the 

company's plans to expand into commercial markets. Cannabis oils are also higher 

margin products when compared to marijuana buds. 

Expansion 

Aurora also announced that it is in talks to acquire Peloton Pharmaceuticals Inc. 

Peloton is constructing a 40,000 square foot cannabis production facility in Pointe Claire, 

Quebec that is 80% complete. (fool.ca) 

With its low-cost production, Aurora hopes to meet the demands of both the medical 

and anticipated recreational opportunities. Meeting customer demand has been an issue 

that many companies in the industry have faced. However, Aurora has been building their 

inventory since last year to gain market share from competitors like the LPs listed above. 

Most recently, Aurora Cannabis has secured a nearly 20% stake in Cann Group, a 

soon to be publicly traded Australian company. Cann Group is the first company in 

Australia to be licensed for the cultivation and research of medicinal cannabis. Its IPO 

will take place in May 2017. With this smart investment, Aurora could find its way into 

more markets, especially the rapidly developing Australian market. (streetregister.com) 

Growing Customer Base 
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Aurora also announced that it had exceeded 12,000 active users, which represents 

exceptional growth. The company will likely continue to grow, driven by CanvasRX, 

which is Aurora's network of medical consultation services. 

Furthermore, Aurora is working on providing clients and the general public with 

access to a simplified Certificate of Analysis (CoA) for every one of the company’s 

cannabis products available for sale. This new protocol will give customers the secure 

knowledge that an independent third-party laboratory had tested Aurora’s products for a 

broad range of potential contaminants. (newswire.ca) 

Visit auroramj.com for more current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $507.6 M 

Shares Outstanding: 285.2 M 

Revenue: $1.1 M 

Industry: Agriculture/ Milling 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $0.31 - 2.96 

Company Profile 

Address: 1199 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6E 3T5 

Phone: +1.604.669.9788 

Number of Employees: N/A 

Chief Executive Officer & Non-Independent Director: Terry Booth 

President & Director: Steve Dobler 

Chief Financial Officer: Amy Lai Mey Stephenson 

http://www.auroramj.com/


Executive Vice President: Cam Battley 
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5. GW Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: GWPH) 

Based in the U.K., there's an excellent chance that GW Pharmaceuticals could be 

consistently profitable by 2020 with its endeavors in cannabis-related medicinal products. 

Valued at $3.3 billion, GW Pharmaceuticals is a drug development company that focuses 

on discovering cannabinoids from the cannabis plant. (fool.com) 

GW Pharmaceuticals’ research is to determine uses of cannabinoids to treat cancer 

pain, diabetes, schizophrenia, glioma, epilepsy and much more.  

Drugs in Development 

GW is currently conducting human clinical trials with CBD (Epidiolex, GWP42003), 

THC (GWP42002), CBDV (Cannabinovarin, GWP42006), and drugs with various 

combinations of THC/CBD (Sativex, and mixtures of GWP42002 and GWP42003).  

However, at the time of this writing, Sativex is the only cannabis-derived drug 

approved for sale. Sativex is used to treat symptoms of multiple sclerosis. Sativex is not 

yet approved for sale in any form in the United States since it failed a critical phase 3 

study on cancer pain. Regardless, Sativex has been adopted in 30 other countries, 16 of 

which it is already for sale. For the 2016 fiscal year, Sativex revenue increased about 

25% to $6.71 million, while in the previous year revenue growth was flat. Sativex 

provides only a small percentage of GW’s overall sales. (forbes.com)  

Visit https://www.gwpharm.com for more current 

information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $3.1 B 

Shares Outstanding: 25.2 M 

https://www.gwpharm.com/


Revenue: $14.6 M 

Industry: Pharmaceuticals 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $69.12 - 137.88 

Company Profile 

Address: Sovereign House, Cambridge, Cambridgeshire CB24 9BZ 

Phone: +44.1223.266800 

Number of Employees: 496 

Chief Executive Officer & Executive Director: Justin D. Gover 

Chief Operating Officer & Executive Director: Christopher John Tovey 

Chief Financial Officer: Scott M. Giacobello 

Director-Clinical Operations: Richard Potts 
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6. Innovative Industrial Properties Inc. (NYSE: IIPR) 

Innovative Industrial Properties Inc. is the first U.S. company to be included on this 

list. It operates as an open-ended real estate investment trust (REIT).  

For those of you who do not know, a real estate investment trust is a company that 

owns and operates, income-producing properties, ranging from apartment buildings to 

warehouses, hospitals, shopping centers and hotels. Stockholders of a REIT earn a 

significant share of the income produced through the company’s real estate investments. 

REITs are required to pay at least 90 percent of its taxable income in the form of 

shareholder dividends each year.  

Innovative Industrial Properties is not as established as the other companies on this 

list, having just been added to NYSE late last year. 

So why is it so high on this list? 

For one thing, despite marijuana’s illegal status in the U.S., the New York Stock 

Exchange made a rare move and allowed Industrial Properties to be included on their 

exchange. Therefore, if it is good enough for the NYSE, it’s probably a safe bet among 

marijuana stocks. IIPR has experienced, successful management leading its charge.  

As the company’s home page says, “We target medical-use cannabis facilities for the 

acquisition, including sale-leaseback transactions, with tenants that are licensed growers 

under long-term triple-net leases. We believe this industry is poised for significant 

growth in coming years, and we are focused on being a creative capital provider to this 

industry through the long-term ownership of cultivators’ mission-critical facilities.” 

Their acquisition strategy is to act as a source of capital to licensed growers of 

medical marijuana by acquiring and leasing back their real estate locations. By renting 



their properties back from IIPR, growers have the opportunity to redeploy the capital 

from the sale into their company’s core operations.  

Recently, Innovative Industrial successfully acquired PharmaCann property in New 

York. It is excellent news as the company now formally has revenue and is getting an 

impressive 17.2% cap rate. (mmjreporter.com) 

Visit innovativeindustrialproperties.com/ for more 

current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $57.1 M 

Shares Outstanding: 3.4 M 

Price / Earnings: 58.37 

Net Profit Margin: 21.63% 

Return on Equity: 9.82% 

Revenue: N/A 

Industry: Real Estate Investment Trusts 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $14.50 - 20.52 

Company Profile 

Address: 17190 Bernardo Center Drive, San Diego, CA 92128 

Phone: 858-997-3332 

Number of Employees: N/A 

Chief Executive Officer, President & Director: Paul Smithers 

Executive Chairman: Alan Gold 

http://www.innovativeindustrialproperties.com/
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Chief Financial Officer: Robert Sistek 

  

 



 

  

7. Pure Industrial Real Estate Trust (TSE: AAR.UN) (OTC: 

PDTRF) 

Headquartered in Canada, Pure Industrial Real Estate Trust is also a REIT like 

Innovative Industrial Properties. With a cap over 1 billion, Pure Industrial is a lot more 

established, having been founded by Stephen J. Evans and Darren T. Latoski on June 24, 

2007. Pure Industrial engages in property acquisition, financing, and management. Its 

portfolio includes commercial and industrial buildings. 

Pure Industrial’s portfolio includes commercial and industrial buildings. Some of its 

tenants include FedEx Corp. and Best Buy Co. However, Pure Industrial now sees its 

future in weed. Chief Executive Officer Kevan Gorrie has already indicated that his 

company will aggressively court marijuana growers. Gorrie is already working on a lease 

in Brampton, Ontario for a cannabis distributor seeking a place to store its product. 

(fool.ca) 

Pure Industrial owns about 21 million square feet of space across more than 170 

properties in Canada, and the U.S. Most of these locations are close to airports and cities 

where tenants can easily access and transport goods, such as weed. 

Visit http://www.piret.ca/ for more current information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $1.1 B 

Shares Outstanding: 245.7 M 

Current Dividend  Yield: $0.026  5.38% 

Price / Earnings: 5.02 

Revenue: $133.9 M 

http://www.piret.ca/
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Net Profit Margin: 67.36% 

Return on Equity: 11.24% 

Industry: Real Estate Investment Trusts 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $3.56 - 4.56 

Company Profile 

Address: 925 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 3L2 

Phone: +1.604.398.2836 

Number of Employees: N/A 

President, CEO & Trustee: Kevan Gorrie 

Chief Financial Officer: Teresa Neto 

Vice President & Controller: Wesley Tong 

Director-Investor Relations: Andrew Greig 

  

 



 

  

8. Teva Pharmaceuticals Industries (NYSE: TEVA) (ADR) 

Headquartered in Petah Tikva, Israel, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. is a major 

multinational pharmaceutical company. Its share price is currently $33.30. In a world’s 

first, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. and Tel Aviv-based Syqe Medical recently 

signed an agreement to market medical cannabis in an inhaler. 

Under the agreement, Teva will be the exclusive marketer and distributor of the 

inhaler. Syqe Medical says its inhaler will allow marijuana to be regarded as a standard 

medical treatment. Also, the inhaler will enable physicians to prescribe a precise dose of 

marijuana, alleviating the patient’s symptoms while minimizing psychoactive effects. 

Lastly, much like the oils do, the inhaler provides a convenient and accessible option for 

patients who are reluctant to smoke cannabis. (www.timesofisrael.com) 

Visit tevapharm.com for more information. 

Company Highlights 

Market Capitalization: $34.1 B 

Shares Outstanding: 1.0 B 

Current Dividend  Yield: $0.34  4.04% 

Price/ Earnings: 417.89 

Revenue: $22.0 B 

Industry: Pharmaceuticals 

Share Price 52 Week Range: $31.90 - 58.16 

Company Profile 

Address: 5 Basel Street, Petach Tikva, Tel Aviv 49131 

http://www.tevapharm.com/
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Phone: +972.3.926.7267 

Number of Employees: 56,960 

President & Chief Executive Officer: Yitzhak Peterburg 

President & CEO-Global Operations: Carlo de Notaristefani 

Chief Financial Officer & Group Executive VP: Eyal Desheh 

President-Global Research & Development: Michael R. Hayden 

  

 



 

  

The Penny Stocks 

 Whatever remains of the traded on open market organizations on this rundown are penny 

stocks from a few nations hoping to sanction cannabis wholly. They are more 

unpredictable than the stocks above because they have a little market top and are all the 

more daintily exchanged. Like some other stock, you can buy offers of penny stocks 

through your stockbroker paying little mind to what nation they are found. As expressed 

before in this book, International Brokers, Fidelity and Schwab are our most loved 

merchants offering foreign stocks.  

At the season of this written work, each of the organizations beneath has indicated 

constant development, sound administration with great plans of action. In any case, as 

with any stock, do your due persistence and ensure you broaden your speculations. Penny 

stock or not, many variables can influence a stock's execution starting with one day then 

onto the next.  

9. Cronos Group, Inc. (CVE: MJN) (OTC: PRMCF)  

Once in the past known as PharmaCan Capital Corp, Cronos Group Inc. puts resources 

into firms which are authorized to create and offer medicinal  marijuana.   

Top Performer  

Cronos Group is eager to declare the Company's current acknowledgment as the best 

entertainer in the 2017 TSX Venture 50. This honor is saved for the best performing 

traded on open market organizations on the TSX Venture Exchange. In 2016, Cronos 

Group conveyed the most noteworthy stock value gratefulness in the Diversified 

Industries area and had proceeded with this force into 2017. (www.newswire.ca/)  

Extension  

Cronos Group possesses a 21.5% stake in Whistler Medical Marijuana Corp, an 

authorized maker in Canada whose whole product offering is 100% guaranteed natural. 
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Cronos as of late declared that WMMC had been conceded an attestation letter from 

Health Canada in regards to the organization's reported 65,000 square foot extension in 

Pemberton, British Columbia. With enthusiasm for five other Licensed Producers and 

two LP candidates, Cronos Group is centered around building a unique brand portfolio. 

(thecronosgroup.com)  

All the more as of late, Cronos has framed an association with Pedanios to send out 

cannabis to Germany. In a meeting on Bezinga.com, CEO Michael Gorenstein expressed, 

"We see Germany and different places in Europe as to a great degree alluring [markets] 

because cannabis is dealt with as a solution. Like whatever other medication, you get a 

solution for it from your specialist, and protection is ordered to cover it," Gorenstein 

included. "That, I accept, is the thing that isolates it from different spots where everybody 

is pondering when recreational authorization will come. I trust a protection secured 

medicinal market is in any event as great, if not unrivaled, to a recreational market."  

The organization was established by Lorne Michael Gertner and Paul Rosen on August 

21, 2012, and is headquartered in Toronto, Canada. Visit thecronosgroup.com for more 

present data.  

Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $256.5 M  

Offers Outstanding: 119.6 M  

Income: N/A  

Industry: Agriculture   

Stock Price 52 Week Range: $0.17 - 2.60  

Organization Profile  

Address: 76 Stafford Street, Suite 302, Toronto, ON M6J 2S1  

Telephone: 416-504-0004  



Number of Employees: N/A  

Director, Chief Executive Officer, President: Michael Gorenstein J.D.  

CFO: William Hilson CPA  

Head Operating Officer: David Hsu  

 

10. THC Biomed Intl Ltd (CNSX:THC) (OTC:CBF)  

With the most minimal market top among the LPs on this rundown, THC BioMed 

International Ltd. takes part in the examination, advancement, and development of 

medicinal cannabis. It additionally gives agriculture preparing, record keeping and 

reporting research examines, and scientific administrations. THC likewise plans to 

partake in a hereditary trade benefit that would empower makers to trade strains with 

THC Biomed. It would build its hereditary bank while giving makers the capacity to 

expand their strain supply. (www.nasdaq.com)  

THC BioMed as of late declared that it has gone into a capital duty concurrence with 

GEM Global Yield Fund LLC. This understanding is for a $10 million main 

responsibility from GEM. Continues raised from the speculation will be utilized for 

working capital and general corporate purposes, for example, the help of THC Biomed's 

continuous exercises, improvement, and extension as a Licensed Producer.  

The organization was established on February 2, 1982, and is headquartered in 

Vancouver, Canada. Visit thcbiomed.com for more present data.  

Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $62.6 M  

Offers Outstanding: 102.7 M  

Income: N/A  

Industry: Other Metals/Minerals  
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Stock Price 52 Week Range: $0.07 - 1.45  

Organization Profile  

Address: 888 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6C 3K4  

Telephone: +1.604.608.6314  

Number of Employees: N/A  

President, Chief Executive Officer, and Director: John Miller  

CFO: Hee Jung Chun  

Boss Capital Markets Officer: Damien E. Reynolds  

Boss Accountant: Tracey A. St. Denis  

11. Land Tech Corporation (OTC: TRTC)  

A most loved penny stock in the United States, Terra Tech Corp. is a vertically 

coordinated cannabis-centered farming organization, which participates in developing 

and giving medicinal cannabis. Since creation is vertically coordinated, the organization 

is associated with developing and handling the crude plant material, and also offering the 

final result.  

Established in 2008 and headquartered in Newport Beach, CA, Terra Tech Corp is 

"spearheading the future by incorporating the best of the common world with innovation 

to make practical answers for restorative cannabis generation, extraction, and 

dissemination, plant science innovative work, nourishment creation and Closed 

Environment Agriculture (CEA). Through this advancement, we have made important 

brands in both the cannabis and agribusiness ventures." (terratechcorp.com)  

Different Subsidiaries  

Land Tech Corp. works through various backup organizations including Blüm, IVXX 

Inc., Edible Garden, MediFarm LLC and GrowOp Technology. Through these 



auxiliaries, TRTC is focused on developing and giving the first therapeutic cannabis 

reliably conveyed to qualified, enlisted medicinal pot foundations.  

Land Tech's backup, Blüm offers an extensive determination of restorative pot items 

including blossoms and edibles all through its California and Nevada areas. Backup, 

IVXX, Inc. produces therapeutic cannabis-separated items for controlled medicinal 

cannabis dispensaries all through California. The wholly claimed auxiliary, Edible 

Garden, develops a head brand of nearby and reasonably developed hydroponic deliver, 

sold through significant supermarkets, for example, ShopRite, Walmart, Kroger, and 

others all through the East drift and the Midwest. MediFarm LLC is centered around 

medicinal cannabis development and allowing organizations all through Nevada. In 

conclusion, the entirely claimed auxiliary GrowOp Technology spends significant time in 

controlled condition farming advancements.  

Land Tech has seen noteworthy income development. Lamentably, it has seen net pay 

misfortunes also, primarily because of its development ventures. Land Tech extended its 

offices all through 2016. On March 7, 2017, Terra Tech declared that it had executed a 

rent for 13,000 square feet of mechanical space in Oakland. The organization is chipping 

away at finishing a "cutting edge development office anticipated to create more than one 

metric ton of premium review cannabis per annum for its IV-XX mark." Analysts 

anticipate that Terra Tech's extension will expand income much more in 2017. 

(seekingalpha.com)  

Income  

Land Tech Corp's revenue has been detonating in the course of the last few years.Total 

revenue for the entire year 2016 were $25.33 million. That is an expansion of 154% from 

$9.98 million produced in 2015! Add up to income created for the quarter finishing on 

December 31, 2016, was inexact $7.13 million, an expansion of 229% from $2.17 million 

in a similar period in 2015! Investors' value for 2016 expanded to $52.15 million. That is 

an expansion of $45.81 million contrasted with the $6.34 million of 2015. The Company 

had $9.75 million in trade and $564,000 out here and now obligation as of December 31, 

2016.  
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Visit terratechcorp.com for more present data.  

Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $143.3 M  

Offers Outstanding: 521.3 M  

Income: $10.0 M  

Industry: Agricultural Commodities/Milling  

Offer Price 52 Week Range: $0.22 - 0.75  

Organization Profile  

Address: 4700 Von Karman, Newport Beach, California 92660  

Telephone: +1.855.447.6967  

Number of Employees: 41  

Administrator, President and Chief Executive Officer: Derek A. Peterson  

Head Operating Officer and Director: Kenneth Vande Vrede  

CFO and Accounting Officer: Michael C. James  

Secretary, Treasurer, and Director: Michael A. Nahass 



 

  

 12. mCig Inc. (OTC: MCIG)  

 

The following most loved penny stock in the United States is mCig, Incorporated. mCIg 

is another quickly developing organization, whose gaining reports continue expanding at 

an extraordinary pace. Headquartered in Beverly Hills and established in 2010, the team 

works through two divisions: mCig Construction and mCig Commercial.  

The mCig Construction division creates, outlines and develops measured structures with 

exceptional and restrictive components that help cannabis producers in the market. This 

full-benefit development organization right now works in the Nevada advertise however 

plans to grow once government laws change.  

The mCig Commercial division fabricates, circulates, and retails the mCig - a cheap free 

leaf eCig, which gives a smoother inward breath encounter. It offers electronic cigarettes 

and related items through its online store mcig.org, and also to the organization's 

discount, wholesaler, and retail programs. (mcig.org)  

Income  

For the three months finishing January 31, 2017, contrasted with the three months 

finishing January 31, 2016, income expanded 446% to $1,362,689 contrasted with 

$249,641. Net benefit expanded 239% to $288,230 contrasted with $85,076. Money and 

money counterparts expanded 422% to $420,888 contrasted with $80,542.  

Visit www.mcig.org for more present data.  

Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $85.0 M  

Offers Outstanding: 348.4 M  

Income: $1.7 M  
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Industry: Industrial Machinery  

Offer Price 52 Week Range: $0.03 - 0.51  

Organization Profile  

Address: 2831 St. Rose Parkway, Henderson, Nevada 89052  

Telephone: +1.571.426.0107  

Number of Employees: N/A  

 

Director, President and Chief Executive Officer: Paul Rosenberg  

CFO: Michael Hawkins  

Boss Technology Officer: Patrick Lucey  

Boss Research and Development Officer: Michael Snody  

 

13. Auscann Holdings (ASX: AC8) (OTC: ACNNF)  

 

Austin Group Holdings was quite recently as of late added to the Australian list ASX in 

the wake of finishing a fruitful turn around takeover of TW Holdings.  

So why is it on this 'best of' list?  

Ausgang is all around situated to exploit the creating medicinal cannabis showcase given 

its solid group. The group incorporates the old, Canadian pot maker, Canopy Growth 

Corporation (TSE: WEED) and Chilean restorative cannabis cultivator Fundación Daya.  

The shade can supply AusCann with information and experience, also item until the point 

when Aus Cann's first collect is prepared available to be purchased. Likewise, Chile's 

Daya was the primary organization in Chile legitimately permitted to develop therapeutic 



pot. Whenever joined, Chile and Australia's populace is about equivalent to the general 

population of Canada! (https://www.businessinsider.com)  

With its group and administration set up, Ausgang expects to import cannabis items from 

Canopy Growth to take care of the demand of Chile and Australia's many buyers. Since 

its expansion to the ASX, Tuscan's stock cost has more than quadrupled. Visit 

http://www.auscann.com.au/for more data.  

 

Organization Highlights  

 

Market Capitalization: $56.8 M  

 

Offers Outstanding: 105.3 M  

 

Income: N/A  

 

Industry: Biotech and Pharma  

 

Stock Price 52 Week Range: $0.17 - 0.62  

 

Organization Profile  

 

Address: 2831 St. Rose Parkway, Henderson, Nevada 89052  

 

Telephone: +1.571.426.0107  

 

Number of Employees: N/A  

 

Director: Dr. Mal Washer  

 

Overseeing Director: Elaine Darby  
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Official Director: Harry Karelis  

 

14. Kush Bottles Inc. (OTC: KSHB)  

 

Headquartered in Santa Ana, CA, Kush Bottles, Inc. is the U.S's. Biggest wholesaler of 

cannabis bundling, supplies, and extras. Kush Bottles' exercises incorporate advertising 

and offer of bundling items and answers for clients working in the directed medicinal and 

recreational cannabis ventures. It offers a scope of yields including bottles, packs, tubes, 

and holders among neighborhood urban ranchers, and in nursery producers, and also 

marking administrations.  

Most as of late, Kush Bottles included dissemination accomplices in Hawaii and Puerto 

Rico. The organization's Hawaii dissemination accomplice will keep up the island's 

dispensaries that give items to enrolled patients. Hawaii's correspondence program will 

likewise enable deals to medicinal cannabis patients from different states as long as they 

have legitimate cards. It is similarly valid for Puerto Rico's appropriation accomplice in 

Puerto Rico, which additionally has a correspondence provision. 

(www.newcannabisventures.com)  

PR and Hawaii could be huge markets. As indicated by the Hawaii Department of 

Business, Economic Development, and Tourism, Hawaii had around 9 million travelers 

visit in 2016.  

Visit www.kushbottles.com for more data.  

 

Organization Highlights  

 

Market Capitalization: $87.6 M  

 

Offers Outstanding: 49.7 M  



 

Income: $8.2 M  

 

Industry: Miscellaneous Commercial Services  

 

Offer Price 52 Week Range: $0.90 - 5.00  

 

Organization Profile  

 

Address: 1800 Newport Circle, Santa Ana, California 92705  

 

Telephone: +1.714.243.4311  

 

Number of Employees: 40  

 

CEO, Secretary, and Director: Nicholas Kovacevich  

 

President and Chief Operating Officer: Ben Wu  

 

Supervisor Product: John Kovacevich  

 

15. MMJ Phytotech Ltd. (ASX: MMJ)  

 With its accomplished board and administration group, the organization is building up a 

licensed innovation portfolio with patent applications in process for restorative cannabis 

conveyance frameworks and controlled measurements, in conjunction with driving Israeli 

based research focuses, using many years of therapeutic Marijuana explore.  

The organization has various permitting obstacles to even now jump over 

notwithstanding the Australian government giving the green light to disseminate its pot 

item. Additionally, it has managed development offices in Canada and clinical research 

offices in Israel to convey prototyping, human trials, universal licenses and authorizing to 
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remote pharmaceutical organizations as a byproduct of eminences. 

(www.bloomberg.com)  

Visit http://mmjphytotech.com.au/for more present data.  

 

Organization Profile  

 

Address: Suite 5 CPC, 145 Stirling Highway, Nedlands WA Australia 6009  

 

Telephone: + 61 8 9389 3150  

 

Number of Employees: N/A  

 

CEO: Dr. Daphna Heffetz  

 

Non-Executive Chairman: Peter Wall  

 

Overseeing Director: Andreas Gedeon  

 

16. MassRoots Inc. (OTC: MSRT)  

 

Situated in Denver, CO, MassRoots, Inc. participates in the improvement and 

arrangement of a web-based social networking system equipped towards 

entrepreneurs and clients inside the cannabis group. It charges itself as the social 

stage for pot, ala Facebook. Likewise, would like to be a kind of Yelp for cannabis 

clients later on.  

"Offer your cannabis encounters, meet similar individuals in your general vicinity, 

and remain in the know regarding neighborhood dispensaries and 

organizations." (www.massroots.com)  



The organization declared that it profited in the second quarter of 2016, at 

$480,000, then every single past quarter consolidated. The CEO, Isaac Dietrich 

included that MassRoots by and by has a sizable $5 million in working income, 

and he anticipated that MassRoots could create yearly income north of $1 million 

from therapeutic operations alone. Dietrich is likewise hoping to include standard 

publicizing accomplices like Uber and Fusion to the stage, to build the 

organization's income. (www.benzinga.com)  

  

Visit https://massroots.com/for more present data.  

 

Organization Highlights  

 

Market Capitalization: $58.0 M  

 

Offers Outstanding: 67.5 M  

 

Income: $214.0 K  

 

Industry: Social Media  

 

Offer Price 52 Week Range: $0.38 - 1.67  

 

Organization Profile  

 

Address: 1624 Market Street, Denver, Colorado 80202  

 

Telephone: +1.720.442.0052  

 

Number of Employees: 35  
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Director, President and Chief Executive Officer: Isaac Dietrich  

 

Head Operating Officer: Daniel C. Chase  

 

CFO: Robert Pullar  

 

17. Restorative Marijuana, Inc. (OTC: MJNA)  

 

Restorative Marijuana Inc. takes part in the arrangement of different business 

administration answers for the hemp and medicinal weed enterprises in the U.S. It 

involved an expanded method of items, administrations, innovation and organizations 

exclusively centered around the cannabis and hemp businesses. The group was 

established in 2003 and is headquartered in Poway, CA.  

 

With the endorsement of MJNA's item Real Scientific Hemp Oil, Brazil turned into 

the leading Latin American nation to support solutions for a therapeutic cannabis item. 

Furthermore, a sans the variant of this Hemp Oil was likewise the primary therapeutic 

cannabis item acknowledged into Mexico when it was affirmed as a doctor prescribed 

medicine right on time in 2016. It was approved for a young lady Grace, who endured up 

to 400 seizures per day. In spite of the fact that Mexico had endorsed the utilization of 

CBD for patients with a specialist's medicine, the administration stayed restricted to items 

with even follow measures of THC in them. Keeping in mind the end goal to import their 

CBD hemp oil to Mexico, MJNA needed to build up an item entirely free of THC, and it 

succeeded. (medicalmarijuanainc.com)  

 

And afterward, in May 2016, Real Scientific Hemp Oil turned into the primary 

medicinal cannabis item affirmed and imported for use in Paraguay. This occasion 

denoted the third time in barely a year that RSHO was the main cannabis item endorsed 

in a Latin American nation.  

 



Medicinal Marijuana, Inc. charges itself as an organization of firsts. All things 

considered, it was the primary traded on an open market cannabis organization in the   
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 18. One World Cannabis Ltd. (OTC: OWCP)  

 

Established in 2014, One World Cannabis Ltd. is an Israeli organization concentrated on 

the innovative work of cannabis-based pharmaceuticals and medicines for an assortment 

of diseases. The future objective of One World Cannabis is to be a pioneer in the creative 

work of cannabis-based solutions and give counseling administrations to governments 

hoping to execute therapeutic weed enactment.  

OWC could be the next GW Pharmaceuticals. There are just a modest bunch of traded on 

open market organizations concentrated on cannabinoid-based, pharmaceutical 

advancement. Truth be told, as specified in the anterior part, Israel is presumably the best 

place on the planet for cannabis inquire about.  

Why?  

Dissimilar to the U.S. government, the Israeli government has had a couple of limitations 

on looking into cannabis, regardless of whether for fundamental science or clinical 

investigations. The Israeli government finances a lot of this examination.  

OWCP says that its exploration division "use the Company's broad system including 

some of Israel's driving specialists, researchers, colleges, and clinics, and additionally 

cannabis reproducers and extractors, to study and test the viability of various blends of 

cannabinoids in the treatment of ailment and perpetual conditions."  

 

Moreover, OWCP's Chief Scientific Officer, Dr. Yehuda Baruch established, executed 

and drove the Israeli Medical Cannabis Unit under the Minister of Health for more than 

ten years. (www.insiderfinancial.com).  

Visit www.owcpharma.com/for more data.  



Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $174.5 M  

Offers Outstanding: 135.3 M  

Income: N/A  

Industry: Pharmaceuticals  

Stock Price 52 Week Range: $0.003 - 3.23  

Organization Profile  

Address: 22 Shaham Street, Petach Tikva, Tel Aviv 4918103  

Telephone: +972.3.758.2657  

Number of Employees: N/A  

Administrator, President and Chief Executive Officer: Mordechai Bignitz  

CFO: Shmuel De-Saban  

Boss Science Officer: Yehuda Baruch  

19. Cannabics Pharmaceuticals Inc. (OTC: CNBC)  

Cannabics Pharmaceuticals, a U.S-based open organization, established in 2012, is 

committed to the improvement of customized hostile to disease and palliative medicines. 

The Company's R&D is situated in Israel, where it is authorized by the Ministry of 

Health for its work in both relevant and clinical research. The Company's attention is on 

outfitting the restorative properties of specific Cannabinoid definitions and diagnostics. 

Cannabis takes part in growing separately custom fitted appropriate treatments for 

malignancy patients, using propelled screening frameworks and customized 

bioinformatics instruments. (cannabics.com)  

Cannabis Pharmaceutical's driving medication is Cannabis SR, intended for tumor 

patients. In any case, in the pipeline, the medication evidently will give growth patients 6 

to 8 hours of quality and help. Visit www.cannabics.com for more data.  

Organization Highlights  

Market Capitalization: $276.2 M  

Offers Outstanding: 114.1 M  

Income: $112.5 K  

Industry: Biotechnology  

Offer Price 52 Week Range: $0.02 - 7.60  
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Organization Profile  

Address: No. 3 Bethesda Metro Center, Bethesda, Maryland 20814  

Telephone: +1.877.424.2429  

Number of Employees: N/A  

CEO and Director: Itamar Borochov  

CFO: Uri Ben-Or  

Executive and Chief Technology Officer: Eyal Ballan 



Chapter8: Researching Companies 

 The organizations recorded in the last section all can be profitable ventures for you. As 

these organizations develop, continue contemplating their measurements to decide 

whether they stay worth holding. Moreover, since execution can change in time, you may 

need to consider organizations past this rundown. Also, you should. Each month there are 

all the more traded on an open market cannabis organizations added to trades far and 

wide.  

In the consistently changing scene of the share trading system, it's essential for 

speculators to figure out how to pick a stock to put resources into suitably. The waters get 

murkier when the pool of advantages you are looking at is development stocks. It is 

because development stocks will as a general rule utilize their capital for extension 

ventures, which will bring about their basics indicating obligation and negative income.  

The following are tips on the most proficient method to assess and investigate 

development stocks in this segment or whatever other division. When contemplating 

these rules, it looks past numbers and reminds yourself you are purchasing a bit of this 

organization. Along these lines, wouldn't you get a kick out of the chance to be as 

instructed as conceivable on everything, there is to think about the venture?  

Likewise remember, regardless of the possibility that the organization is not in your 

nation, we live during a time where the web can give all the data you require. Indeed, 

even the littlest of organizations have a lot of data on the internet on the off chance that 

you borrow enough.  

 

Concentrate Outstanding Shares  

 

A key metric that is frequently disregarded is the quantity of offers exceptional. 

Exceptional offers allude to an organization's stock as of now held by every one of its 

investors. For example, a run of the mill new merchant may see Company X as more 
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significant than Company Y, just because X has a higher offer cost. We should accept 

they have a similar market top of $100M as well. Presently, when you consider each 

organization's extraordinary offers, you would watch organization X has 1 billion 

remarkable suggestions, in contrast with organization Y, which has just 1 million 

exceptional suggestions.  

At times through an auxiliary offering or offer issuance to raise capital, an organization 

may weaken its offers. It implies the quantity of offers remarkable can regularly expand 

crazy. Through stock parts or free offerings, it frequently reduces the proprietorship rate 

held by holding financial specialists. The exchange off, however, is that the organization 

gets the chance to keep the money raised, which builds its general esteem.  

 

At the point when an organization whose stock you claim weakens its offers, your first 

move ought to be to make sense of whether you think the value the body will get for its 

suggestions mirrors its reasonable esteem. If the club is getting a decent arrangement, at 

that point that is sure. If not, you might need to decrease or close your position. Another 

plausibility is that an insider is offering their expansive place, which may recommend an 

awful sign as well.  

Offer issuance isn't wrong, yet they do require due determination. Understanding the 

inspiration driving them is imperative to make the correct move.  

Income Growth  

Income development alone is frequently not the best metric for development stocks. 

While contemplating the normal income development of an organization for the past 

couple of years can be useful, a speculator ought to likewise take a gander at the potential 

benefit of the undertaking. To do this, a speculator should think about the organization's 

misfortunes, obligation, financing, proficient utilization of capital, mark 

acknowledgment, and so on.  

Financing  



An organization shutting a series of subsidizing at around current stock costs is sure 

news. The more cash raised, the more noteworthy the chances of achievement - mainly if 

the financial specialists themselves are legitimate. For example, Canadian unicorn, 

Canopy Growth Corp. claims a lot of amateur AusCann Holdings. It indicates financial 

specialists around the globe that Ausgang is a genuine organization.  

Despite the fact that financing is a positive sign, it can be detrimental too. For example, if 

an organization makes it all work out at a 70% markdown to showcase value, it's 

practically sure they are edgy for cash. So when you do your due tirelessness, set up what 

cost the financing occurred. If an organization fund-raises at excessively extraordinary of 

a markdown, making it impossible to the present stock value, it likewise signs the current 

cost is presumably exaggerated.  

Productivity  

To grow, a development stock needs capital. Other than getting cash, most capital 

originates from benefits. For these organizations to extend, they require now and again to 

spend a considerable amount. This is a direct result of this that these ventures won't be 

putting forth profits at any point shortly.  

Profit per share  

 

An extraordinary metric to comprehend an organization's gainfulness is income per share 

(EPS). EPS demonstrates how an organization's benefits are allotted to each stock. It will 

uncover the per-share designation of an organization's profits.  

EPS is utilized as a part of computing value/income proportion (P/E). Remember, while a 

built-up organization may have a P/E of around 25, a development stock will regularly 

have a considerably higher P/E since its assets are frequently utilized for extension and 

keeping the lights on. 
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Operating Margin and Net Margin 

Two traditional metrics for researching growth stocks are operating margin and net 

margin.  

Operating margin is a measurement of what percentage of a company's revenue is left 

over after paying for variable costs of production such as raw materials, and wages. 

Consequently, it becomes a significant measure of a company’s management, since it 

reveals how they are controlling operating costs.  

Net margin is the percentage of revenue remaining, after all, operating expenses have 

been deducted from a company's total income. These costs include interest and taxes. 

Both metrics are especially useful when compared to industry and competitor’s averages. 

Furthermore, an investor should consider how these measures are trending over previous 

years. High growth in these numbers shows financial stability and extra working capital. 

 Proficient Use of Capital  

Financial specialists additionally need to inspect how an organization utilizes its capital 

for the venture's best advantages, similar to a piece of the pie or new items. Two 

extraordinary measurements are ROA (return on resources) and ROE (return on value). 

The two numbers are intended to indicate how productively an organization uses its 

present advantages for creating extra benefits.  

ROA  

Shown as a rate, return on resources is figured by isolating an organization's net profit by 

its aggregate resources. The higher the arrival, the more proficient administration is in 

using its advantage base. For example, ROA proportion for imperative, built up 

organizations like General Electric and Microsoft are 2.3% and 18.0% separately. Be that 

as it may, a development penny stock may have a significantly littler figure.  



ROE  

ROE or "profit for total assets" is ascertained by taking the net salary and separating it by 

the aggregate investors' value. It will indicate how productively an organization creates 

an arrival in the capital gave by speculators. On the off chance that the venture holds 

these benefits, the underlying investors will just understand this pick up by having an 

acknowledged stock.  

Most ideal approach to track an organization's advance and profit is to ascertain ROE and 

ROA toward the start of a period and toward the finish of a stage to see the adjustment 

consequently. There is not an enchantment number you ought to be searching for here. 

Slightly, contrast these numbers with industry midpoints, and you'll get a thought where 

this organization remains among its rivals.  

 

Upper hand  

Contrasting the measurements above and different organizations is one approach to find a 

business' top hand. Various methods to gathering this remarkable quality incorporates 

comparing the capacity with minimizing expenses underway, mark acknowledgment, 

even the date the organization began, and so on.  

Brand Recognition  

Notwithstanding, different variables aren't as quantifiable. A major one is marked 

acknowledgment, which is the degree to which a buyer can accurately recognize a 

specific item just by its logo, slogan, bundling, and so forth. For example, Canopy 

Growth Corp. has "WEED" as its ticker image on the Toronto Stock Exchange. It is 

incredible marking since a ticker image like this can without much of a stretch gets the 

consideration of speculators hoping to get in the "weed diversion."  

Area  

Another upper hand could be the place of an organization's offices or operations. 

Concerning creating MARIJUANA, it's significantly more beneficial to be an 

organization based neighboring states where cannabis is lawful, rather than countries that 
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aren't. For example, Terra Tech Corporation has the upper hand, since its operations are 

based close the more significant part of the countries that as of late voted in favor of 

recreational cannabis authorization.  

Organizations and Contracts  

Organizations and assertions, particularly with great endeavors, offer a substantial upper 

hand also. As specified in the last section, Aus Cann's offer cost has done as such well 

somewhat as a result of its affiliations with real organizations in Canada and Brazil. Same 

can be said for Canopy Growth's operations in Germany, or Medical Marijuana Inc's 

associations with Mexico.  

Likewise, contracts with big names can be gigantic for mark acknowledgment. Shelter 

Growth Corp. bounced to record high costs in the wake of revealing a line of cannabis 

items for the residential market in association with rapper, Snoop Dogg.  

Expert Coverage and Conference Calls  

While a lot of expert scope is false, it is as yet a decent strategy to focus. It will 

frequently affect a stock. In spite of the fact that most qualified examiners won't cover 

penny stocks, they will continually cover weed penny stocks on account of how hot they 

are. The champs and failures in this industry can be represented the moment of truth 

given experts scope. Articles on leap forward contract win or profit reports are regularly 

huge news. If an expert writes a column, focus how it influences the organization being 

referred to.  

Same goes for telephone calls. Organizations will more often than not report them 

anyplace from the day precede to half a month early. Positive phone calls can isolate the 

victors from the failures, so focus.  

 

SEC Suspensions or Halts  

When following organizations, you may know about SEC exchanging suspensions or 

finishes. With penny stocks mainly, these things happen, for the most part after the 



colossal pump and dump-initiated run-ups or different types of control. SEC (The 

Securities and Exchange Commission) is an administration commission made by the 

United States Congress with objectives of ensuring speculators, keeping up the flexible 

and deliberate working of securities advertises, and encouraging capital arrangement.  

Numerous penny stocks, including multiple cannabis stocks, don't document with the 

SEC. In case you're putting resources into an organization's stock that doesn't record with 

the SEC, it's smarter to dump them. There's likely a justifiable reason they aren't 

detailing, and it's not justified, despite any potential benefits to you to clutch their offers. 

A ton of control occurs in the share trading system, however particularly with penny 

stocks in a prospering industry like this one with numerous contenders.  

SEC financial filings by organizations can offer a concealed store of knowledge, yet that 

understanding just issues if it's been autonomously evaluated by bookkeepers. For 

example, if taking a gander at filings, you see the organization has changed its name four 

times in five years that is a warning flagging a possibly unpleasant exchange.  

Claims  

Financial specialists ought to likewise examine organization's demands. A corporation 

being sued is not a purpose behind frenzy and to close every one of your offers. Be that 

as it may, why is it being utilized? On the off chance that an organization committed an 

error and is quickly amending the circumstance, despite everything it might be worth 

clutching the stock, mainly if your speculation was made as long as possible. A couple of 

the primary authorized makers in the Canadian trade have just been utilized, for example, 

Canopy Growth Corp. What's more, Organigram? It's occasionally quite recently the cost 

of business.  

In any case, it is a clever approach to focus. Once in a while, an organization issued for 

reasons that uncover the organization's wrongness. In any case, claims will regularly 

fundamentally influence the offer cost.  

To locate the most encouraging organizations in this pile of promising agencies, financial 

specialists need to look painstakingly into each part of a body and its scope by the media. 
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Financial specialists ought to break down an assortment of points that give looks into its 

productivity, plans for the future, benefit, industry notoriety, upper hands, and 

disservices.  

At long last, always remember that the cannabis business is as yet developing in 

conjunction with controls and a continually advancing enactment all through the world. 

Deviations are not out of the ordinary. As is valid all through the business sectors, 

nothing is an inevitable end product. Indeed, even mindful putting resources into this 

thriving business sector can be more dangerous than average, but at the same time, it's 

extraordinarily energizing and possibly immensely fulfilling. 



 Chapter9: Stock Trading Strategies 

As mentioned earlier, this book assumes you have experience as a stock trader. It will not 

be going into detail about stock terms, such as short selling, limit prices and stop losses. 

Nor will the book get into the details of studying charts when conducting the technical 

analysis. You’re going to have to learn about those elsewhere. While these can be simple 

terms by definition, they can be very complicated and go beyond the scope of this book. 

However, there are mountains of information on how to use them online. Instead, this 

chapter will focus on general trading concepts to apply for the kind of growth stocks 

covered in this book. 

   As specified before, this book accepts you have an understanding as a stock dealer. It 

won't be broadly expounding on stock terms, for example, small offering, confine costs 

and stop misfortunes. Nor will the book dive into the subtle elements of considering 

graphs when directing the specialized investigation. You will need to find out about those 

somewhere else. While these can be straightforward terms by definition, they can be 

perplexed and go past the extent of this book. Notwithstanding, there are heaps of data on 

the most proficient method to utilize them on the web. Instead, this part will concentrate 

on general exchanging ideas to use for the sort of development stocks canvassed in this 

book.  

Only an update, any industry still in its earliest stages has many dangers as to contribute. 

For instance, merely think about the website bubble that rushes in the mid-2000's. The 

hazard related with exchanging cannabis stocks implies that they may be most 

appropriate for the more forceful, prepared speculator. On the off chance that you are a 

more preservationist broker, it might be justified, despite all the trouble to you to sit back 

and watch how the business plays out in quite a while. However you will undoubtedly 

miss its most significant benefits.  

Planning Your Strategy  
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Your stock exchanging procedure ought to undoubtedly be outlined with the goal that 

you can transfer effectively. Your arrangement ought to enable you to enter and leave 

exchanges suspicion of value changes in the market.  

Contrast stock exchanging with playing chess, in that productive chess players outline 

procedures one of a kind to the sorts of adversaries they may confront. They envision 

their adversary's moves in light of their special technique. What's more, they play offense 

and barrier. As a broker, you should not just utilize guarded steps to ensure your capital 

yet use hostile moves to develop riches through gainful exchanges.  

When you outline a procedure, essential components to consider include:  

• Type of Trader You Are  

• The Amount of Available Capital  

• When to Enter and Exit Trades  

Kind of Trader You Are  

 

What sort of merchant you rely upon your hazard resistance. On the off chance that you 

are more hazard opposed, a purchase and hold methodology with organizations you like 

is your most dependable option.  

Purchase and Hold Strategy  

The purchase and-hold technique disregards here, and now developments of the offer 

cost. Preferably, the financial specialist focuses on the long haul. He or she trusts that 

value changes as time goes on will exceed the value developments in the blink of an eye.  

Dynamic Trading Strategy  

Dynamic merchants, in any case, trust that fleeting unpredictability of stocks are the 

place the benefits are made. There are different approaches to fulfill a compelling 

exchanging technique. Other than the VERY effective exchanging techniques known as 



'Day Trading' and "Scalping," two various sorts of dynamic exchanging are not precisely 

as subject to unpredictability and accordingly, more qualified for the long haul 

accomplishment of this segment.  

1. Position Trading  

Position merchants (or Trend dealers) hope to decide the heading of the market, yet they 

don't endeavor to gauge any value activity. Regularly, slant merchants hop on the pattern 

after it has set up itself, and when the example breaks, they usually shut their position. 

Position exchanging requires that speculators find the instance through crucial 

investigation (news) and specialized examination (diagrams). Drift merchants search for 

progressive higher highs or lower highs in value activity to decide the pattern of stock.  

 

For example, when Trump's organization told the press they would likely be making a 

move against the states that had authorized recreational pot, it put all marijuana stocks on 

a brief downtrend- - even put shares on outside trades. If you are a position dealer, this 

would have been an opportunity to diminish your positions until the point that the pattern 

finished.  

2. Swing Trading  

Then again, swing dealers enter toward the finish of models. How? There is regularly 

unpredictability toward the finish of a mode when it's going to turn around itself. 

Likewise, the news can make new habits -, for example, income reports or phone calls. 

For example, when Canada starts to actualize its cannabis sanctioning through an 

arrangement of laws in 2018, it will probably make an uptrend. As of now, an 

speedculator would add to those positions.  

The Amount of Available Capital  

A financial specialist ought to never exchange without adequate capital. Much the same 

as the organizations, you're purchasing, not having enough money about the exchanges 

you raise can frequently prompt hell. It's decreased hazard and cash administration.  
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The measure of working capital that you will require relies upon a few variables. Some of 

those variables incorporate Capital Requirement for Diversification, Capital Requirement 

for Dollar Cost Averaging, Your Trading Goals and Margin Requirements.  

 

Capital Requirement for Diversification  

For example, on the off chance that you need to put $10,000 in one stock, however, have 

$15,000 add up to opening record adjust, that will abandon you just $5,000 to put 

resources into different stocks. It would be exceptionally poor broadening. Along these 

lines, to enhance your portfolio all the more equitably yet still hold a $10k position in that 

initially stock, it's most likely better to have significantly more capital- - say in any event 

$100k accessible.  

Capital Requirement for Dollar Cost Averaging  

Dollar-cost averaging is a speculation procedure of purchasing a settled measure of offers 

on a general timetable, paying little respect to its cost. The financial specialist may buy 

more offers when the price is low and less offers when the price is high.  

 

In a similar case above, assume your stock goes down in an incentive by 5%, yet you 

trust this is only a transitory adjustment and not a consistent downtrend. You may choose 

you might want to add to your position to harvest the net benefit from the retracement. Be 

that as it may, on the off chance that you don't have enough capital, at that point you can't 

purchase these reduced offers. Numerous financial specialists do this 'dollar cost 

averaging' intermittently. On the off chance that this is your technique also, adequate 

capital is essential to receive the rewards.  

 

You're Trading Goals  

 



You're exchanging objectives an imperative factor in deciding your capital prerequisite 

also. For example, if you are hoping to make $100,000 every year in salary through 

exchanging, this will require $1 Million on the off chance that you are sufficiently lucky 

to make a 10% yield on your portfolio.  

Edge Requirements  

 

Edge exchanging enables you to use the benefits in your record (money and securities) to 

buy a more significant number of securities than you would have the capacity to purchase 

on money just premise. You are exchanging with obtained reserves. Accordingly, there is 

a potential for expanded picks up and additionally expanded misfortunes.  

On the off chance that you choose the danger of edge advances is ideal for you, they can 

be a minimal effort, flexible approach to obtain stores for your exchanging procedure. It 

is particularly valid on the off chance that you utilize a financier like Interactive Brokers 

which charges around 2.5% intrigue - or less relying upon the measure of capital you 

have. That sounds more financially savvy than charge cards and most different sorts of 

loaning.  

Edge credits aren't for everybody. It presents numerous unique dangers, with the greatest 

being losing more capital than your unique speculation. Be that as it may, on the off 

chance that you enhance your cash and hazard administration abilities, edges can be 

utilized to expand your market introduction by giving quick access to money at fortunate 

circumstances.  

Edge Maintenance and Risks  

 

Each specialist requires an underlying store to ask for edge benefits. For example, 

Scottrade needs a little $2,000. Once an advance is broadened, you're expected to keep a 

base value level. It is known as the support necessity.  
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The two most significant dangers of edge exchanging are opened up misfortunes and 

edge calls. Because of expanded market presence, it's conceivable to lose a more 

significant number of assets than the underlying capital saved in your record. On the off 

chance that that happens, you won't just be in charge of paying back the credit. You will 

likewise need to pay the intrigue. Remember financing costs may vacillate from the time 

your loan is exceptional.  

All representatives expect you to keep a base value level in your record constantly. On 

the off chance that you fall beneath this base support prerequisite, your representative 

may issue an edge call that expects you to store money or close exchanges promptly. In 

case you can't do both of these things, your operator may need to compel the end of a few 

or the majority of your securities to bring your record back beneath the value necessity. 



 

  

When to Enter and Exit Trades 

 When settling on when to get into an exchange, it is imperative for a financial specialist 

to dispose of all the commotion and core interest. At precisely that point will a speculator 

comprehend the predominant pattern and benefit from it. While this book advances 

putting resources into marijuana stocks as long as possible, it is as yet essential to 

acquaint yourself with the present patterns so you will expand your benefits. It is 

especially the case considering all the instability this area has had and will have later on.  

The following is a rundown of general standards to entering and leaving exchanges that 

will enable you to locate the best potential for benefit with the most reduced hazard. 

There are dependably chances with exchanging a prospering industry, however by 

adhering to these principles the odds of making productive exchanges all of a sudden 

hand over your support. These guidelines exploit the way that the market back and forth 

movements in waves. Entirely a bit of it is the presence of mind, however starting dealers 

frequently don't tune in to sound judgment and instead let their feelings direct their 

decisions.  

1. At the point when cannabis stocks are up inclining, purchase 

the more grounded organizations. 

 At the point when pot stocks are down slanting, offer the weaker organizations.  

Why?  

At the point when the there is a pullback, a more grounded stock's offer cost won't go 

down as much- - if by any stretch of the imagination. These are similar stocks to 

exchange an uptrend. Organizations like Aphria Inc. furthermore, Canopy Growth Corp. 

are the modern pioneers in this part, and they are the ones that move the market higher, 

with negligible pullbacks.  
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For example, when Trump's organization intimated that they would make a move against 

states that sanctioned recreational marijuana, cannabis stocks far and wide emptied in 

share cost. Be that as it may, Canadian Aphria Inc. scarcely moved contrasted with the 

rest. Why? It is likely because of speculators knowing Aphria was one of only a handful 

couple of cannabis organizations that have regular positive income in spite of enormous 

extension ventures. It is no little accomplishment.  

By a similar token, a financial specialist should short offer the weaker penny stocks when 

the cannabis securities exchange is down inclining. Short offer these benefits since they 

will probably drop in value more than the market. At the season of this written work, 

there is no less than a couple of hundred weed stocks exchanging on business sectors 

around the globe. A portion of the more grounded supplies of that group has been 

recorded In this book. Subsequently, there is a lot of less secure, littler stocks out there 

ideal for short offering.  

 

This system ought to give more wellbeing and relative outperformance benefits. 

Remember, since the rundown of moderately stable stocks and the summary of generally 

powerless shares can change occasionally, it ends up plainly essential to think about the 

organizations being referred to utilizing the standards touched upon in the last part.  

2. Sit tight for the Pullback  

With about all patterns - up or down, there are dependably pullbacks in the offer cost as 

informal investors gather little benefits. The market moves in waves consequently, in 

some cases bafflingly. When considering an up slanting line on an outline, you may see 

right around a staircase theme, or as it were, higher highs and lower lows.  

In this way, it's frequently great practice to enter an expanded position after the value 

moves down toward the trendline and after that runs back higher. In short-sighted terms, 

purchase at the start of the successive upward wave to get more benefits. Or, on the other 

hand if you are small offering, hold up until the point that the value climbs the 



descending inclining pattern line and make your entrance when the stock starts to move 

down.  

It is critical for a speculator to be quiet with this sort of procedure. In any case, a 

recognizable pullback may not come if a surging stock is sufficiently hot. It is the place 

your due steadiness is required. On the off chance that your examination demonstrates 

this pattern is not backing off, you may need to begin a position when you can. Looking 

into the organization with the standards laid out in the past part will enable a financial 

specialist to observe a pattern in light of buildup or a model given high basics.  

Some of the time a pullback is something beyond a withdrawal. It could be the begin of a 

descending pattern. Once more, due perseverance is required. It's typically sharp practice 

to not add to a losing stock. In any case, its sudden winding descending could be because 

of a revision in the entire division and not on account of anything amiss with the 

organization. If so, you will have more chances to get offers of the stock at marked down 

costs. It is the reason it is essential to rehearse cash administration. Don't go through all 

your capital each time you add to a position. On the off chance that you do, you might not 

have enough to add to future posts when there are future pullbacks-huge or little. Instead, 

add to your circumstance with tiny measurements of capital- - just on the off chance that 

you trust a retracement will happen. It will bring about a general net benefit.  

3. Benefit Taking  

Unless your methodology is to purchase and hold, for the most part, you will need to 

close a position before a rectification happens. Since business sectors move in waves in 

untouched periods, it ought to be obvious what a stock's past highs and lows are. These 

are frequently utilized for reference while deciding passage and leave focuses.  

Like this, the methodology with the most reduced hazard is this: on the off chance that 

you have an expanded position and your stock is in an uptrend, take benefits at the 

previous value high. If you have a short job and your stock is in a downtrend, influence 

benefits at the past cost to low.  

4. Purchase at the Breakout  
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Remember, the offers being referred to in this book are development stocks. Along these 

lines, it is likely these stocks could detonate past their past value highs. At the point when 

a stock surges past its resistance point (earlier value high) without backing off, that is a 

decent sign it is en route to a more drawn out pattern. Do your due perseverance - Find 

out why it's surging. If its essentials are stable, you presumably need to enter a position to 

perceive what new highs this stock may take you.  

 

5. At the point when safe sections are not visible, move to one 

side.  

 

Merchants should exchange with the general pattern and calmly sit tight for okay sections 

to make the chances of acquiring benefit more probable. Be that as it may, in some cases 

the signs to purchase or offer are not particular. If so, you don't need to do anything. It's 

better just to move to one side and sit tight for a more visible flag. Sufficiently amusing, 

this is regularly the most troublesome thing for most financial specialists to do. They 

frequently get excessively enthusiastic. They want to accomplish something, which 

brings about settling on terrible choices.  

Cut Losses/Let Profits Run!  

There is no such thing as a sound methodology. Infrequently, an exchanging method 

won't be tuned in to flow showcase supposition in spite of your painstakingly arranged 

research. Subsequently, your approach may bring about a string of successive losing 

exchanges. Amid these circumstances, it is imperative you save working capital.  

By dealing with your hazard legitimately and protecting working capital, you can climate 

these-storms. Legitimate hazard administration will control your misfortunes in such an 

approach to keep them sensible and not disastrous. An overwhelming trouble implies you 

can't proceed to exchange and recover your setbacks. Try not to give this chance to 

transpire!  



In most exchanging techniques, the goal is not having the most elevated conceivable level 

of winning exchanges, however instead to transfer gainfully finished a long haul. Indeed, 

a few speculators are very gainful just winning half of their transactions. Or, then again 

even less. How? They cut their misfortunes rapidly. However they let their benefits keep 

running as high as they may go. What makes a difference, in the long haul, is that the 

aggregate of advantages is more noteworthy than the total of misfortunes. 
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Chapter10: Anatomy of the Cannabis Plant  

 

 The concentration of the end client is dependably the cannabis bud from which the 

therapeutic properties of its gums are gotten when smoked. Be that as it may, similar to 

every single other plant, a high comprehension of different parts of the plant will enable 

the cultivator to develop better harvest yield.  

Cannabis plants are dioecious. It just means they could either be male or female. A little 

extent of them are bisexual really, yet they are a minority.  

The female cannabis plants create the bunch of blooms, which emit pitch and are then 

trimmed into the buds that are typically the most looked for after, higher estimated and 

essential piece of the plant. The male cannabis plants, then again, fertilize the female 

flowers to start seed creation yet there is a catch to this.  

Unpollinated female cannabis plants can likewise deliver buds. What's more, the 

cannabinoid content in the tar from the buds of an unpollinated, seedless female plant is 

exceptionally scrumptious. Due to this demonstrated reality, most producers mean to 

become just female seedless plants only. The arithmetic behind this is rudimentary.   

Cannabis plants additionally have standard elements like all other blooming power 

stations. Some physical qualities of the cannabis plant are utterly extraordinary. For 



instance, it develops on long stems and has fan-like takes off. Its forgets reach out from 

hubs.  

There is usually a bunch from where female blossoms sprout. These are known as colas. 

The primary one (which was typically the first cola to show up) is continuously obvious 

at the incredibly best of the plant and is ordinarily the most significant coal. Littler colas 

regularly take a gander at the hubs of the station. These colas, for the most part, begin 

becoming after the first cola appears. The principle cola is now and again called the 

summit cola.  

With a prepared or master eye, one will have the capacity to see that the blossom on the 

female plant is not only one single group but instead it contains a few tear-molded 

calyces bunched together which make up the bloom. Calyxes have diverse shapes, sizes, 

and hues and they discharge the cannabinoids which the end client appreciates through 

organs called trichomes.  

There usually are modest strands or hairs that spring out from the calyx known as pistils 

which have a dynamic, rosy orange shading. At the point when pistils initially show up, 

they are white and later obscure to shades of yellow, golden, red, orange or dark colored 

as the cannabis plant develops. Their hues make the pot buds look all the more engaging 

the human eye. The pistils assume a critical regenerative part of the female cannabis plant 

by accepting dust from male flowers. They, in any case, don't have any noteworthy 

impact in the deciding the buds possible power or flavor.  

 

Cannabis leaves, blossoms, trims, hash and stems tips are utilized to influence items to 

like oil. The leaves are the essential fixing yet employing different parts of the plant is 

said to add a more extensive range to the oil. 
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Chapter11: Types of Cannabis and Differences In Each  

 Cannabis plants can either be male or female after a little while of developing. The male 

flowers fertilize the female species. After fertilization, the ladies create seeds, which 

grow, age and afterward tumble to the ground.  

In tropical, hotter locales like the Caribbean, Africa, Middle East and Mexico the sativa 

types of cannabis is more plenteous. Their essential trademark is the state of their leaves, 

which are typically long and thin, and their tallness. They are incredibly tall cannabis 

plants. They likewise take more time to develop in correlation with different types of 

cannabis most likely because of adjustment to their condition.  

In mild, colder districts like Europe, United States, Canada, and so on., the indicia types 

of cannabis is more typical. The essential physical normal for the indicia assortment is 

their broad leaves and shorter stature. They additionally have a more concise 

development period[6]  

The third strain of cannabis is the ruderals. It contains fundamentally bring down 

measures of THC and is the minimum famous. This species is primarily utilized as a part 

of the making of texture for garments, ropes, and shoes. There are additionally a few 

crossbreeds of the cannabis plant like the Skunk, Orange Bud, Blueberry and Northern 

Lights.  

All strains of cannabis contain remarkable mixes known as cannabinoids which can be 

additionally separated into cannabinoids and terpenoids. The Sativa and show species 

have distinctive compound structures that make them one of a kind. The different mixes 

contained in every assortment and the volume of that compound will decide the various 

uses to which that specific species can be connected. 



Chapter12: Legalization & Cultivation Opportunities  

 

 Utilization of cannabis, regardless of whether for general or recreational objects is 

represented by the law. Any client or cultivator should assume up the liability to check 

the laws encompassing cannabis use in the region they utilize or develop it and cannabis 

laws, as different laws, can be gotten from the general population area. A few nations are 

liberal, and some are most certainly not. Nations that are liberal about cannabis utilize are 

still in the minority, yet a decent number of nations have decriminalized its utilization so 

having it is not viewed as a criminal offense.  

Punishments for being in control of cannabis run from being to a high degree corrective 

to a slap on the wrist to the nonattendance of a sentence relying upon the nation the 

owner lives in. Landowners can gain capital punishment in a few societies. In a few 

countries around the world, sanctioning cannabis has blended the hornet's home.  

Between the 1940s in the United States, denials on weed utilize turned out to be 

extremely uncontrolled. A few nations have decriminalized the ownership of little 

amounts of pot, for instance, North America, South America, and Europe. Moreover, 

property is legitimate or successfully lawful in the Netherlands, North Korea, and the 

U.S. conditions of Washington and Colorado at the state level (on 28 May 2013, 

Colorado turned into the world's first wholly managed recreational cannabis showcase for 
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grown-ups). On 10 December 2013, Uruguay became into the first nation on the planet to 

ultimately authorize the deal, creation, and circulation of weed.  

At present, in the United States, laws overseeing the utilization of cannabis change from 

state to state. Four out of the whole fifty states have altogether legitimized the use of 

cannabis for therapeutic and amusement purposes; some have loose both restorative and 

decriminalization laws identifying with its usage. Different nations have decriminalized 

pot their own laws, and a couple more has legitimized psychoactive or non-psychoactive 

restorative cannabis. While an aggregate of twenty-three states and Washington DC have 

authorized the utilization of marijuana in some shape, around twenty-two states and two 

involved domains forbid cannabis use for any reason.  

The official cultivator of cannabis in the United States since the year 1968 has been the 

University of Mississippi. With the Legislature around its utilization for therapeutic and 

also recreational purposes unwinding over the United States, the interest for cannabis is 

expanding and alongside it comes a need to fill in the supply hole. It is evaluated that if 

marijuana is wholly legitimized all through the United States of America, it could create 

around $40 - $60 billion (USD) per annum. The business is gathering energy and 

entryways are starting to open for new cannabis agriculturists to fill the need of the end 

clients of the item. 



Chapter 13: Steps in Marijuana Cultivation   

 

 Development, as a rule, can be terrifying if it is your first time. The good thing is that 

you can ace this ability given some time and practice. Beside sharpening your cultivating 

skills, you find the opportunity to procure the products of your diligent work.  

It will take a long time before you can collect your pot deliver. There is additionally the 

likelihood that you won't harvest anything by any stretch of the imagination. In any case, 

that is alright. You can just begin once more.  

Cannabis development requires time, exertion and responsibility. It appears to be hard at 

first, however, learning it and gathering you're create, later on, will make it fun and 

beneficial. Also, you will have a superior view on cultivating all in all.  

There are distinctive approaches to develop weed, and you need to consider a few things 

en route. Be that as it may, beneath are vital strides appropriate to all procedures of weed 

development.  

 

Step 1: Determine your particular reason for planting.  
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Individual utilization is most likely your primary reason. You need to state however 

whether it is for drug, amusement or both. Decide the quantity of clients also. Choose the 

amount of plants you need to become given your motivation for planting.  

Step 2: Comply with the relevant laws, standards, and controls 

about planting weed in your place.  

 

Inquiry on the web and visit government sites concerning the development and utilization 

of pot in your state and nation. Read pertinent laws, and observe the prerequisites and 

impediments. Converse with your landowner or building chief if you live in a loft or 

apartment suite. Meet the vital lawful requirements, (for example, permit or allow) before 

you even begin planting. Continuously remember the restrictions also. On the off chance 

that the law says you can just plant up to 10 marijuana plants, at that point you should 

only grow 10 or less. Likewise, be vigilant for the suggested systems and outlines. In 

some state laws, pot development should only be done in an encased and secured territory 

to keep minors away.  

 

Step 3: Choose whether to develop your cannabis plants outside 

or inside.  

 

You should first realize what is permitted or suggested in your general vicinity before 

choosing which one to apply. Every method has what's coming to it's of favorable 

circumstances and detriments. You will hear more about the best use of every strategy in 

the following parts. Open air development and indoor development with soil as medium 

remain the most reasonable for first-time producers. When you have aced either of the 

said techniques, you can experiment with hydroponic planting which is ending up more 

famous as of late, not only for weed development but rather to grow different yields.  



Step 4: Prepare your garden or develop room.  

 

Obviously, allude to the suggested plans or the garden necessities if there are any. You 

need to consider three things for your garden: area, developing medium, and plant needs. 

Pick the most reasonable place in your garden or your home for your cannabis cultivate 

or develop room. As a fledgling, the dirt is the best planting medium you can utilize, 

however there are numerous other developing mediums out there. For your plant needs, 

you need to concentrate on lights, water, and supplements. For indoor pot development, 

you may likewise need to control temperature, dampness, smell and numerous different 

angles.  

Step 5: Select your seeds.  

Seed determination is a standout amongst the most charming parts of weed development. 

There are just three species under the variety Cannabis. However, you can likewise 

browse many half and halves that weed fans created in the earlier years. The strains come 

for the sake of entertainment, secretive and exciting names. It can get befuddling as the 

names of the strains might be random to their favorable properties.  

Before you purchase seeds, look for the changed strains on the web. You have to consider 

diverse things with regards to seed determination. As an amateur, you need to inquire 

about which pressures are anything but complicated to develop and very flexible. 

Moreover, become more acquainted with the best loads for your health condition on the 

off chance that you want to establish marijuana for treatment. You ought to likewise 

weigh on the reasonableness of pressures for open air or indoor development. It pays to 

know the amount and nature of their average yield too.  

In the wake of picking the strains you need to get, the time has come to search for a 

provider. You can purchase from a physical or online store. You may likewise allude to 

single reproducers. Continuously confirm the authenticity of your supplier to ensure that 

you are buying the correct strain for your planting objectives.  
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Step 6: Germinate your seeds.  

Germination is the way toward enabling your seeds to grow. It will take a couple of days 

to seven days. There are different techniques to do as such. Every strategy requires an 

alternate arrangement of materials. There are likewise conditions that you have to meet to 

ensure that seed germination happens. In a few procedures, you may need to transplant, 

and that requires extra rules you need to take after.  

Step 7: Take care of your plants. It includes:  

 

• Providing light, water, and supplements  

• Training your plants  

• Preventing and overseeing conceivable establishment issues and irritation 

pervasion. Legitimate plant looks after each developing stage. Cannabis plants experience 

four natural steps, and these are a seedling stage, vegetative stage, pre-blooming stage, 

and blossoming scene. Beside the stage, appropriate plant mind is likewise unique 

amongst open air and indoor development. This progression will take the most time. It 

will undoubtedly be the most troublesome too.  

Step 8: Harvest your create.  



The best piece of growing a plant can gather and utilize your rewards for all the hard 

work, or on account of pot, the blossoms. You needn't bother with a significant research 

center or a degree to set up your standard cure out of weed. There are original 

arrangements you can attempt.  

The previously mentioned strides are only a diagram of the real development process. 

More point by point rules is given in the following parts. Since you know about the 

means, you can continue with picking your seeds. 
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Chapter14: Indoor Cultivation of Cannabis  

 

A more significant number of commercial cannabis growers cultivate the plant 

indoors under controlled environments. In environments like these, desired results are 

more achievable, and better quality end-products are more comfortable to harvest.  

 Controlled Growing Environments for Cannabis  

 A cutting-edge cultivating procedure like developing plants in controlled situations is a 

gigantic method for advancing constrained space and harvest yield. Growing cannabis in 

a regulated domain gives the producer a few focal points.  

The real preferred standpoint is the large measure of control over overseeing crop life 

cycle and item quality. The producer is better ready to create plants of normal amount 

and quality inside a developing room because the reenacted natural conditions for each 

station are the same.  

In a developing room, the producer likewise has the benefit of sickness control because, 

later on an episode of any disease, he will have the capacity to keep to a base and in the 

end killed it. It is finished by recognizing, segregating and annihilating any contaminated 

plant rapidly to reduce inevitable spread, not at all like a general, open-air developing 

condition.  

 



The Growing Environment  

 

Cannabis ranchers plan to reproduce every one of the components of the native habitat in 

a developing room. A build place is an indoor, encased space which is kept clean and 

exclusively committed to growing cannabis plants.  

Some gear and innovation executions are basic when setting up a develop room:  

 

a) Space and Reflective Coverings:  

 

 

A considerable measure of thought ought to be put into outlining cannabis develop 

apartments. The dependable general guideline is to use a standard space of one square 

meter for each plant. It can be utilized to assess the quantity of plants, which can be 

developed into any area.  

The extent of a develop room could go from a cabinet to a place like a whole storm cellar 

or carport. Whatever the span of the room that is in the end utilized, it is vital that it is a 

fenced-in area. It is additionally required that the quantity of cannabis plants per square 

meter ought not to be unreasonable, for example, to have stuffing which can stunt plant 

development.  
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On the off chance that space in the developing room is underutilized, especially when the 

cultivator is planting for business reasons and not for individual utilize, at that point a 

survey of the quantity of seedlings planted may be essential to increase costs expensed 

while setting up and keeping up the developing room.  

The dividers and roofs of a develop room ought to be secured with original material or 

plastic. They can likewise be painted white. Doing this will enable moderate to light 

inside the build room. Legitimate lighting is a standout amongst the most vital things that 

will decide the quality and amount of the harvest yield. It additionally does not come 

shabby. An intelligent divider and roof will guarantee light are not squandered, and it is 

considered back the plants to empower them to develop to their most extreme tallness.  

On the off chance that the dividers and roofs of a developing room are not secured with 

the intelligent material, the light discharged from the knobs will be changed over to 

warm.  

 

b) Grow Mediums:  

 

 

A wide assortment of decisions is accessible with regards to choosing to develop 

mediums for cannabis plants. An essential thing is to guarantee that the developing 

medium picked is light build blend with delicate, finished grains which can hold water 

and furthermore rapidly deplete abundance water. A lot of producers favors a soilless 



mix[7]. The gardening soil is additionally significant. Them two are anything but difficult 

to get.  

Manure is added to soil blends; however soilless mixtures would more often than not be 

without any compost. It is always better to buy everyday soil blends or soilless blends 

and prepare with the adequate measure of developing cannabis plants. Fertilizers can be 

consolidated into soilless mixtures previously planting or included fluid frame later when 

the plant is being watered.  

Utilization of compound manures is more typical given it is anything but difficult to 

utilize, requires essential information and necessary blending systems. They contain 

NPK[8] (Nitrogen, Potassium, and Phosphorous) which cannabis flourishes with, and 

other follow supplements which are auxiliary. Natural composts are more muddled to see 

however cannabis cultivators who utilize them assert that the finished result is cleaner 

and more delectable. The end clients, as a rule, can't differentiate.  

Composts must be utilized by the guideline. Over-treatment is a colossal allurement. 

Amid the last phase of the vegetation's, i.e., around two weeks previously the buds are 

reaped, there will be no requirement for manure. Including compost at this stage will 

influence the nature of the reaped buds.  

Soil blends are cleaned before they are bundled to influence them to free of pathogens 

and malady causing microorganisms. This is a decent preferred standpoint as against 

utilizing garden soil to plant.  

 

c) Lights and Reflective Hoods:  
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Choosing legitimate lighting and managing it accurately is basic when developing 

cannabis inside. The better and more reliable the light supply is, the more buds a plant 

will create. The general glowing, halogen knobs usually utilized in homes is not fitting 

for developing cannabis. When growing seedlings and clones, blinding lights can be 

used, in any case, when the plants become more established, the view must be changed to 

an additionally escalating High-Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps. They supply the 

suitable brightening and warmth to enable plants to develop into their vegetative and also 

blooming stages.  

Metal Halide and High-Pressure Sodium HIDs can either be in 400, 600 or 1,000 watts 

and as with different sorts of knobs, the higher the wattage, the brighter the light it will 

transmit and also the more the power that would be required to control it. Metal Halide[9] 

produce light which is much the same as daylight, so they are better for the vegetation 

stage while High-Pressure Sodium knobs discharge a yellowish orange light which is 

more reasonable for blossoming. Cultivators usually blend them two out of a developing 

room, however if a reproducer needs to utilize only one sort of light, the High-Pressure 

Sodium is the most favored decision.  

Additionally, the higher the wattage, the higher the lumen[10]. Metal Halide lights more 

often than not have brought down a lumen in contrast with High-Pressure Sodium Lamps 

of the same wattage[11] which is the reason a High-Pressure sodium light is brighter than 

Metal Halide light of a similar wattage.  



The measure of the developing room will decide the sort, quality and amount of knobs 

required for the plants in it. Lower wattage knobs can be utilized as a part of littler 

offices[12] and the other way around. Each quarter in a year, proficient cultivators can 

deliver up to one pound of buds for each 1,000 watt knob utilized. To streamline light 

utilization, it is consistently best to put an original hood over the HIDs in the 

development space to guarantee the light reflects straightforwardly onto the plants.[13]  

Knobs that are appropriate for developing rooms are intended to mirror the sun and as a 

rule, emanate a ton of warmth. At the point when the climate outside is sweltering, 

especially amid summer, the heat in a develop room will strengthen. Along these lines, 

numerous indoor producers lean toward utilizing a storm cellar as a build room, 

especially when the house has no aerating and cooling. The area of a basement is perfect 

for checking the heat.  

 

d) Electricity and Wiring:  

 

 

A develop room would be wired for power to control the lights, fans, conceivably the 

clocks, and other gear utilized as a part of the chamber. If cannabis is developed in a 

house, it is done in an encased room. Along these lines, it is essential that security is 

entirely clung to when wiring a developing room.  
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Since the light in a developing room usually is higher in wattage than other residential 

lights inside an average home, it is essential to make an alternate circuit for the build 

room which is separate from the wiring in the house. Power levies will generally expand 

along these lines.  

Because of developing rooms commonly being secluded and warm, specific care must be 

taken to guarantee that exposed wires are legitimately secured.  

 

e) Water:  

 

 

Liberal amounts of water from a decent water supply will be required in the developing 

room, and tap water[14] will serve fine and dandy. Well-water here and there contains 

salt and ought to stay away from where conceivable. Water with a pH[15] level of 

between 6-8 is alright to grow cannabis. Satisfactory seepage channels will be required. 

Pipes in the develop room ought to be with the end goal that water can rapidly be 

depleted off and in ranges where seepage channels are difficult to introduce, plate or 

troughs can be put to gather run-off water.  

As cannabis plants develop, so does their requirement for water. Utilization of soilless 

blend likewise expands the demand for water because soilless mixture depletes well. On 

the normal, plants are typically watered each two days. The developing medium is 

thoroughly soaked with water, and when the water depletes off, and the medium is dry, at 



that point the plant ought to be watered once more. If plants are not watered as often as 

possible, they will wind up plainly dried out, and their leaves and branches fall 

downwards. Many develop mediums are made with wetting agents[16]. However a 

straightforward arrangement of water and a few drops of family unit dishwashing fluid 

will go about as a dominant wetting operator. Watering the plants ought to be done 

gradually and uniformly around the root so the developing medium does not solidify as 

one sturdy piece and leave spaces around the pot where water can get away.  

Cannabis leaves and stems additionally should be splashed with water to mirror rain in 

ordinary ecological conditions. Clouding is best done just before develop room lights are 

changed off to avoid quick vanishing. It will help keep them wet as well as expel clean 

from their surface and open the leaf pores.  

One final thing to note is that the utilization of composts and different chemicals will 

probably cause a development of salt deposit in the long run. This issue can be 

understood by watering the plant with around three times the reasonable amount of water 

required some time after the utilization of composts. The water wipes out the developing 

medium as it channels from the base of the pot. 

F) Ventilation:  

  

Legitimate air ventilation can't be traded off in a developing room because the cannabis 

plants (like every single other plant) require carbon dioxide ceaselessly. Air should be 

provided, and when it ends up noticeably stale, it should be evacuated.  
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Two essential occasions that would be required are an air admission vent[17] to let in air 

and a fumes vent[18] to remove air from the developing room. Contingent upon which 

part of the house the build room is, it can be somewhat precarious making sense of where 

to introduce vents yet with a little imagination, it ought not to be too hard. Fans can be 

joined to the vents to assist either with the ousting or the attracting air.  

Legitimate ventilation likewise helps control smells. On the off chance that the plant 

smells turn out to be so high and the occasions in the develop room, and the utilization of 

air fresheners can't check them, at that point an ozone generator can be utilized to control 

scents drastically.[19] Though profoundly compelling, ozone generators are costly and 

might require extra development. On the other hand, carbon channels can be appended to 

the fumes fan to control scents. They sift through scents in the charcoal inside their 

channel alongside the air being removed. They are substantially more straightforward to 

introduce and use than ozone generators.  

Fans are expected to supplant the breeze which helps to mix leaves and stalks to end up 

noticeably more grounded and additionally to avoid bugs and tidy. Notwithstanding how 

full the protection around the developing room is, the clamor of the fans will in all 

likelihood be perceptible. Fans additionally don't disguise the solid smells of the cannabis 

plants. Remembering this, the producer should consider elective areas to build up the 

develop room if commotion and scents are painful in their parish. As said already, a few 

ranchers utilize their storm cellars, reserved alcoves, carports or garden sheds to stay 

away from this bothered because these rooms are gotten to less habitually and more often 

than not at a vital area in the home where these issues can be handled.  

Then again, the outline of the developing room can be improved by utilizing twofold 

protection on the dividers to lessen commotion, and individual channel boxes can 

likewise diminish scents. Confuse plates can be fitted with the fans to mute the sound 

from them.  

G) Timers:  



Electronic and computerized clocks enable the producer to kill on and turn the lights and 

pumps amid the lifecycle of indoor developed cannabis plants. Timers can likewise be 

utilized to control the air vents and fans. There are a few unique sorts of watches. The 

most vital thing is to guarantee the one picked is easy to work and can be effortlessly 

supplanted on the off chance that it destroys (which happens frequently).  

H) Thermometers:  

The temperature of between 70 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit is best for develop rooms. This 

is proportional to 20 – 30 degrees centigrade. The lights in the build room will create 

warm. The fans and the vents will likewise influence the temperature. Once more, 

contingent upon what season it is, the build room temperature could either drop or 

increment. Summer is dependably the most sizzling.  

 

Expanding or diminishing the air coming in through the vents and also the fans can help 

control temperature. In hot atmospheres, a few cultivators introduce aeration and cooling 

systems to maintain diminish warm amid the warm seasons.  

i) Pests and sickness:  

Poor temperatures, ventilation, and mugginess will energize the development of creepy 

crawly parasites. Swaying fans and keeping up average temperatures of 75 degrees 

Fahrenheit will help avert creepy crawly bugs.  

In an inevitable creepy crawly pervasion, most ranchers have found that showering a light 

blend of dish wash cleanser and water at first glance and the back of the cannabis leaves, 

is compelling in controlling bugs like insect bites.[20]Though Pesticides can likewise be 

helpful; most agriculturists abstain from utilizing it however much as could be expected. 

A few ranchers very much want regular creepy crawly control measures like bringing 

ladybugs into the developing room. If pesticides are utilized, they should never be 

splashed on the buds of the plant.  

The form could likewise be a potential issue in developing cannabis plants. White form 

and dark shape pervasions could represent a test if not dealt with legitimately. White 
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edges are beautiful and result from high moistness or splashing leaves with water (which 

is in fact unavoidable). White examples can show up on the sheets whenever amid the 

lifecycle of the plant. The dark and dim shape could show up when the in the later phase 

of the plant's lifecycle when the bloom bunches are thick. They can likewise happen if 

the cannabis stalks are cut or harmed. They are harder to recognize.  

 Develop room must be kept spotless, clean and mess allowed to anticipate invasion or 

malady. Just things often utilized as a part of keeping up the plants and the gear ought to 

be left in the room. On the off chance that any of this hardware is taken outside the 

developing space for utilizing somewhere else, they ought to be cleaned before they are 

brought again into the build room. Unsterilized hardware can acquaint infection with the 

plants in a build room. Indeed, even new device ought to be cleaned and sanitized before 

use in the developing chamber.  

Specific garments can be disconnected for use in the developing room as it were. Rugs 

are superfluous in establish apartments, and when sodden, they can use as culture 

mediums for harmful microorganisms or creepy crawlies. The floor of a build room is 

best when peeled off of any covering and cleaned entirely with light dye water. Be that as 

it may, if the floor coverings must stay, at that point, they should be cleaned, sanitized 

and legitimately secured with materials like plastic which can go about as obstructions to 

clamminess.  

With time, the plants will start to shed leaves and water will begin running off from the 

base of plant pots. These ought not to be permitted to amass in the developing room. 

They should be cleaned frequently.  

 

Proper mugginess in a developing room ought to be in the vicinity of 40 and 60 percent. 

In parched situations, a humidifier can be utilized, and if the earth is the inverse, at that 

point a dehumidifier can be used. 

Personal Home Grow Solutions  



 Medicinal and recreational cannabis laws in many states now take into consideration the 

individual development of no less than a couple of pot plants. In Oregon, it's four plants 

for every family unit, while Maine is slated to permit up to six for each person and 12 for 

every family. The Frozen North's state constitution has a privilege to-protection 

arrangement permitting ownership of 24 plants for every individual for individual utilize.  

In 2016, some robotized answers for home developing cannabis rose, as sensors 7's "no 

green thumbs required" develop box, LEAF's "Fitting And Plant" programmed 

developing a framework, Cloudponics, and others. In spite of the fact that not went for 

the cannabis showcase particularly, Root's "restorative herbs" framework may likewise 

be up to the undertaking. Expect the application based, cell phone empowered, 

computerized home developing the area to end up plainly more hearty and aggressive in 

2017. (More out of control, 2017)  

Conveyance  

GrubHub, Seamless, Delivery Dudes, Amazon Now, and UberEats have demonstrated 

that snap of-the-catch conveyance of privately made foodstuffs gives on-request delight 

like a morphine dribble. Cannabis is next.  

California weed conveyance startup Eaze has acquired more than $25 million in 

numerous rounds of financing in the expectations of being the most significant supplier 

of on-request cannabis conveyance. While they're a couple of ventures in front of the 

pack, various transportation benefits over the state, similar to Buddha Blossoms and Kind 

Courier, are equipping to benefit shouldn't something be said about's to be the world's 

biggest recreational cannabis economy. Oregon and Alaska additionally consider 

recreational weed conveyance, and it's expected that Nevada will, as well. (More out of 

control, 2017)  

 Proficiency  

As indicated by Cannabis Benchmarks, the general cost of cannabis in legitimate states 

has been consistently drifting descending and should keep on doing so. While this is 

incredible for the purchaser, rising to bring down costs on the rack, it implies more 

tightly edges for authorized cannabis organizations as they contend on discount 
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evaluating. Where this pays off is in operational effectiveness. Cost-sparing HVAC and 

LED lighting arrangement suppliers for indoor develops, as Surna, are ready to rule this 

space, particularly in states like Colorado, where neighborhood regions have been ease 

back to permit vast scale outside cannabis develops.  

Notwithstanding valuing, with the expansion sought after for legal pot comes a more 

taught purchaser, and shoppers will request cannabis developed in ecologically mindful 

ways. It implies working advantageously with nature while keeping carbon impressions 

little. Search for vast scale natural supplement suppliers like Nectar for the Gods to thrive 

too.   

Medicinal Marijuana Reciprocity  

Nevada has extraordinary compared to other MMJ correspondence laws on the books, 

permitting most out-of-state clients to utilize their MMJ suggestion from their home state 

to buy cannabis at therapeutic dispensaries, since their house state's proposal and record-

keeping rehearses meet Nevada measures. Do. Twenty-eight states have now initiated 

some medicinal and recreational cannabis program. With laws against transporting 

cannabis crosswise over state lines, voyagers who depend on medicinal marijuana foresee 

more straightforward access to marijuana while out and about. (More out of control, 

2017)  

 

More secure Consumption  

 

As more individuals make cannabis a piece of their common standard, both for 

amusement and agony help, other options to smoking are overwhelming the pot business. 

Versatile vaporizers like the PAX 3 and touch apparatuses like the PuffCo Plus enable 

customers to breathe in carefully in a hurry. In the meantime, weed edibles give a more 

extended and in some cases more restorative measurements. As marijuana is mixed into 

more ordinary things, similar to treats, breath mints, chocolates, espresso, and then some, 



cannabis edibles give a different option to unforgiving smoke and also an approach to 

expend under the radar in full daylight places. (More stunning, 2017) 
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 Chapter15: Medical Benefits of Marijuana   

 Cannabis has been used as a medicinal plant for a considerable length of time. You, and 

additionally the dominant part of therapeutic and recreational clients, can authenticate 

that the utilization of such can enhance the general sentiment wellbeing. On the off 

chance that you end up battling with the development, later on, endeavor to recollect the 

various health advantages you can get from it.  

Cannabinoids are the primary powers behind the health advantages of the pot. These are 

additionally similar intensifies that make pot smoking addicting. Dissimilar to other 

mishandled substances. However, the body is improved to get the said mixes because of 

the cannabinoid receptors that are as of now in the human body even before birth. Indeed, 

even bosom drain, which fills in as the essential wellspring of supplements for infants, is 

stuffed with the mixes like those from cannabis. As the name proposes, the receptors 

above and the cannabinoid mixes tie. Their coupling realizes a bunch of medical 

advantages, for example,  

Inclination Improvement  

A great many people who swing to recreational marijuana are after the high the 

substance can give. Being on a high offers a happy and loose feeling. Cannabis without a 

doubt has disposition balancing out properties which advantage the individuals who 

encounter familiar to extraordinary emotional episodes. A few examinations even 

recommend that therapeutic weed has incredible potential in controlling violent 

emotional episodes of individuals with a mental imbalance.  

Torment Management  

Maryjane is likewise mainstream for the administration of various body throbs. It can 

help ease migraines and back agony. Additionally, a few people who experience the ill 

effects of endless agony report less successive and less severe distress in the wake of 

utilizing cannabis subordinates.  

Craving Modulation  



Some cannabis strains can trigger the supposed munchies or those sudden blasts of 

craving. It just demonstrates that the utilization of cannabis subsidiaries can influence 

processing. Be that as it may, not all strains can cause munchies. Different strains, as 

showed in examines, can help adjust hunger. The taste altering properties of marijuana is 

noteworthy to the point that it is notwithstanding being considered and utilized for the 

administration of anorexia and other dietary issues.  

Weight reduction  

It may appear to be outlandish that cannabis utilize can achieve munchies and weight 

reduction. A lot of weight reduction supplements boasts about the fat-consuming and 

craving smothering properties of their fixings. Nonetheless, the sudden blasts of appetite 

from weed don't appear to make all clients corpulent. Interestingly, the more significant 

part of clients is a long way from being overweight. Diverse components influence the 

heaviness of clients. These are not just about the therapeutic properties of the plant, 

however, the conduct of clients too. Some go for pot smoking for comfort while others 

swing to gorging.  

Rest Enhancement  

 

A few people view cannabis as an appropriate solution for dozing issues, for example, a 

sleeping disorder and rest apnea. Utilizing it before sleep time can keep bad dreams under 

control. Matured cannabis subordinates give preferred rest over recently prepared ones. It 

is additionally useful to include other standard, reciprocal resting solutions for cannabis 

rather than over-the-counter dozing pills. Nonetheless, this is not prudent to young ones 

who confront resting troubles.  

Muscle Relaxation  

 

In a few examinations, cannabis utilization is compelling in soothing muscle fits and 

torment for the two people and creatures. A few defenders even say that this standard 

muscle relaxant is superior to anything the ones fabricated by large pharmaceutical 
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organizations. It is best to consolidate cannabis with messages and different cures that 

don't include mass delivered pills.  

Diabetes Treatment and Risk Reduction  

Marijuana utilizes can help enhance insulin affectability and upgrade glucose control 

as a few examinations demonstrated. These, alongside the weight reduction benefits, 

were especially useful to those with diabetes or in danger of building up the endless 

condition because of their way of life or innate qualities.  

Fear Management  

Some social insurance experts caution about the conceivable suspicion or tension that 

marijuana utilization can cause. In any case, numerous clients report that they can feel 

alleviation for their uneasiness, dread, and fear. A few people have clinical concerns that 

are disruptive to the point that they call for solutions to enable them to manage everyday 

living. A large number of them swing to weed as an option and are fulfilled by how their 

choice turns out.  

Neuroprotection  

The mixes from cannabis influence the mind from various perspectives. The 

psychoactive impacts are the most questionable of all. These are mostly the reason for 

continuous open deliberations on marijuana legitimization. A few antis assert that the 

sanctioning is not worth the hazard due to the said impacts. Aces, then again, feature the 

neuroprotective properties of cannabis and its potential in treating Alzheimer's infection, 

Parkinson's sickness, and other mental conditions.  

 

Melancholy Management  

Medicinal pot is likewise observed as an astounding expansion to gloom administration. 

It is mostly because of its disposition balancing out properties. Besides state of mind 

change, it might mitigate exhaustion and lack of engagement that clinically depressed 

people tend to experience the ill effects of. Be that as it may, recreational marijuana may 



just realize transitory alleviation from the gloom and may trigger dependence instead to a 

few clients.  

Glaucoma Treatment  

Marijuana can direct the weight in the eye which is gainful in the anticipation and 

treatment of glaucoma. The vasodilation and neuro assurance it offers additionally help 

drop down the danger of vision misfortune. Smoking pot may treat glaucoma. However it 

is very tedious and risky for the lungs. Pills and infusions are better and more secure 

options. However they require medicinal skill.  

Disease Treatment  

Disease patients can profit by medicinal marijuana in various ways. A few defenders 

trusted that it could murder disease cells. While there are a couple of final examinations 

to demonstrate in this way, it is perceived that it diminishes the reactions of 

chemotherapy, for example, torment, sickness, regurgitating and craving misfortune.  

While gainful from various perspectives, over the top utilization of weed, can realize 

some medical issues. Chills, thick appendages, consuming eyes, outrageous dry mouth, 

and extreme suspicion are a portion of the signs and side effects of a pot overdose. The 

good thing is that the overdosing is not liable to slaughter you. In any case, you have to 

unwind, remain hydrated and converse with your human services supplier when you 

encounter the signs above and side effects.  

A lot of health advantages from weed utilize are yet to be investigated, yet the 

progressing examines are exceptionally encouraging. Before the substantial 

pharmaceutical organizations beat you to it, ensure you figure out how to develop your 

own particular spotless and characteristic cure. 
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Chapter16: Why Cannabis Is Considered Valuable  

 When you take a gander at a cannabis bud, a few pitches are seen on it. At the point 

when inspected infinitesimally, these tars typically look like precious stones. Whenever 

warmed or smoked, these precious stones discharge specific mixes. Understanding the 

substance organization of these combinations will uncover why cannabis is viewed as 

significant.  

The two classifications of chemicals found in marijuana are Cannabinoids and 

Terpenoids.  

1. Cannabinoids:  

These are the therapeutic and psychoactive particles which make weed intense and 

addictive. They are normally acidic before they are separated.  

a) Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC):  

These are exceedingly psychoactive cannabinoids. They have numerous properties 

including torment alleviation, decrease manifestations of sickness, i.e., antiemetic and 

help with muscle spasticity  

b) Cannabidiol (CBD):  

This sort has been observed to be extremely helpful in tending to seizures, so it is utilized 

for conditions like epilepsy and numerous sclerosis. In contrast with THCs, CBDs are not 

psychoactive and quieting. CBDs are likewise used to calm anxiety and lessen sleep 

deprivation and furthermore for diabetes.  

c) Cannabinol (CBN):  

 

At the point when THC is warmed up, CBN is delivered. Like CBD, CBN additionally 

assists with rest issue as like a sleeping disorder and is a capable narcotic. It likewise has 

antiemetic properties consequently helps check sickness.  



d) Cannabigerol (CBG):  

CBG is an antecedent to THC and CBD. Like CBD, it is non-psychoactive and has a one 

of a kind healthy for having the capacity to fortify the development of cerebrum cells. 

The nearness of CBG mixes is accepted by a few researchers to be essential to 

accomplish a full psychoactive impact amid the utilization of cannabis.  

E) Cannabichromene (CBC):  

Another non-psychoactive compound which is helpful for the treatment of uneasiness and 

stress-related conditions. It likewise assists with irritation.  

2. Terpenoids:  

These give every type of cannabis its particular flavor and aroma. Diverse cannabis 

species have their specific terpenoids.  

A) B-Caryophyllene  

This terpenoid has antibacterial, antifungal and germicide. It is a warm fragrance which 

can be found in plants like cloves, dark pepper, and Thai basil.  

B) Terpinolene:  

Terpinolene has a smoky/woody, gritty fragrance. For a considerable length of time, it 

has been utilized as a clean.  

C) Limonene:  

 

This terpenoid discharges a citrus fragrance and has antifungal properties. It is produced 

in the treatment of gastric reflux.  

D) Myrcene:  

B-Myrcene is additionally found in mangoes. Cannabis clients encounter more 

exceptional highs on the off chance that they eat a mango before utilizing marijuana. The 
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exercises of these terpenoids are apparent in the cerebrum. They bring down blood to 

cerebrum hindrance resistance and furthermore increment the most significant immersion 

of the mind's cannabinoid receptors.  

E) Linalool:  

This terpenoid is likewise found in plants like lavender, rosewood, birch, and coriander. 

It is a painkiller, and it is similarly a forerunner for the generation of Vitamin E. Linalool 

is similarly a strong bug spray.  

Sativa assortments have the most substantial amounts of Terpinolene. They likewise 

contain elevated amounts of B-Myrcene. Indica species, then again, incorporate more 

Linalool, Limonene, and B-Caryophyllene. 



Chapter17: The Cannabis Industry Annual Report: 

 Official Summary Points  

• Market development keeps on surpassing desires.  

• Adult utilize request keeps on taking off, disintegrating the illegal market.  

• The legal cannabis advertises justified regardless of an expected $6.6 billion of 

every 2016, and yearly deals anticipated to develop at a compound yearly development 

rate (CAGR) of 16% to achieve more than $24 billion by 2025.  

• Activation of legitimate industry fortifies immediate and roundabout occupation 

creation.  

• Cannabis charges are an aid for state coffers.  

• Research discovers marijuana valuable for torment and lessening rates of opioid 

utilize  

• Significant authorization triumphs drastically extend US legitimate markets.  

• Medical cannabis treatments and medications are speeding toward the market as 

the new government and state arrangements support an ascent out in the open and private 

research subsidizing.  

• The taking off interest for vitality use in cannabis development, and the part that 

new vitality proficient arrangements are playing in enhancing the main issue and 

fortifying aggressive situating.  
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Conclusion  

Before diving directly into weed stocks, it is reasonable to comprehend the intricate 

details of the business and additionally the plant itself. Each of these organizations has 

items and administrations identified with various parts of cannabis. While one group 

might be a maker that develops and offers weed, another gathering may work by renting 

the land the producer works on. To settle on insightful speculation decisions, a speculator 

should know everything there is to think about cannabis. 
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